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REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 2 OF 1968

(Urban Mass Transportation)

MONDAY, APRIL 22, 1968

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE
REORGANIZATION SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
IVashington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m. in room 2247, Rayburn House
Office Building, Hon. John A. Blatnik (chairman of the subcom-
mittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives John A. Blatnik, Henry S. Reuss, Ben-
jamin S. Rosenthal, John N. Erlenborn, and Jack Edwards.

Also present: Elmer W. Henderson, subcommittee counsel; James
A. Lanigan, general counsel, Committee on Government Operations;
and William H. Copenhaver, minority professional staff.

Mr. BLATNIK. The Subcommittee on Executive and Legislative Re-
organization will please come to order.

We have hearings this morning to inform the subcommittee on the
purposes and effects of President Johnson's Reorganization Plan No.
2 submitted to the Congress on February 26 and now pending for our
consideration. Under the terms of the Reorganization Act of 1949, the
plan will go into effect after 60 days unless a resolution of disapproval
has been passed by either the House or the Senate. Thus far, no such
resolution has been introduced. Allowing for the 10-day recess just
concluded, plan No. 2 will become law on May 7. However, the plan
itself contains a l)rovision that it will not become operative until the
close of June 30-apparently to allow time to make the necessary
adjustments.

In essence, the plan will transfer the urban mass transit program
from the Department of Housing and Urban Development to the
Department of Transportation. The Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development will, however, continue to make grants and undertake
projects in areas where urban mass transportation is related to com-
prehensively )lalned urban development. The plan establishes an
Urban Mass Transportation Administration to be headed by an ad-
mninistrator at Level III of the Executive Pay Schedule who will
report di rectly to the Secretary of Transportation.

Members of the subcommittee will recall that during the process
of legislatively creating the Department of Transportation, the Presi-
dent asked at" that time that a decision on the location of the urban
mass transportation program be deferred for a year, during which
period the two Secretaries of the Departments of Transportation and
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housing and Urban Development would study the matter and make
it recommendation on tle su ject. Tis was a matter of keei iunterecst
to 0nu colleague, Mrs. Dwyer. Such a study Ias been made, agreellent
reached and i recommnenciation presente(l to the President. 'rlls re.
organization plan is a result of the recommendations.

iye are holding these hearings in accordance with Slbcomlittee
policy to carefully study and prepare a record on all reorganization
plans, whether or not they are controversial.

(Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1968 follows:)

[H. Doe. No. 262, 90th Cong., first sess.l

MESSAGE FROM TME PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, TRANSMITTING REOROA-
NIZATION PLAN No. 2 OF 1968-TRANSFIURINO CERTAIN FUNCTIONS OF TIE
DEPARTMENT OF HoUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT TO THE DEPARTMENTT OF
TRANSPORTATION

To the Congreas of the United States:
As long as he has lived in cities, man bas struggled with the problem of

urban transportation. But:
-Never before have these problems affected so many of our citizens.
-Never before has transportation been so important to the development of

our urban centers.
-Never before have residents of urban areas faced a clearer choice concern.

ing urban transportation-shall it dominate and restrict enjoyment of all
the values of urban living, or shall it be shaped to bring convenience and
efficiency to our citizens in urban areas.

flow America and Its cities solve the transportation problem depends largely
on our two newest Federal l)epartments-the Department of Transportation
and the Department of flousing and Urban Development:

-The Department of Housing and Urban Develoment is re.4ponsible for the
character of all urban development.

-The Department of Transportation Is concerned specifically with all the
modes of transportation and their efficient Interrelationship.

At present, responsibility for program assistance for urban highways and
urban airports, and urban mass transportation Is divided between the Depart-
ment of Transpoitation and the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
As a result:

-Federal coordination of transportation systems assistance is more difficult
than it need be.

-CommunItles which have measured their own needs and develoled compre-
hensivo transportation proposals must deal with at least two federal agencies
to carry out their programs.

To combine efficiently the facilities and services necessary for our urban ( enters
and to Improve transportation within our cities, State and local government
agencies should be able to look to a single federal agency for program assistance
and support. The large future cost of transportation facilities and services to the
Federal Glovernmnent, to State and local governments, and to the transportation
Industry makes side investments and efficient transportation systems essential.

An urban transportation system miU4t:
-combine a basic system of efficIent, responsive mass transit with all other

forms of systems of urban, regional, and Inter-elty transportation:
-- conform to and support balanced urban development.
In this, my second reorganization plan of 1968, 1 ask the Congress to transfer

urban mass transportation programs to the Secretary of Transportation and to
establish an Urban Mass Transportation Administration within the Depart-
mnent of Transportation to strengthen the organizational capacity of the Federal
Government to achieve these oldectives.

The plan transfers to and unifies In a new Urban Mass Transportation Ad-
ministration in the Department of Transportation those functions which involve
urban mass transportation project assistance and related research and develop-
ment activities. Because urban research and planning and transportation re-
search and planning are chsely relate(], however, the plan provides that the



l)epartinent of Housing and (lJrbaii developmentt perform an Important role in
connectlol with transportation research and planning insofar as they have
significant Impact on urban development.

We expect the Department of Transportation to provide leadership in trans-
portation policy and assistance. The Department of Housing and Urban Develop.
Inent will provide leadership In comprehensive planning at the local level that
includes transportation planning and relates it to broader urban development
objectives.

The transfer of urban mass transportation programs will not diminish the
overall responsibilities of the Department of Housing and Urban Development
with respect to our cities. Rather, adequate authority is reserved to that Depart-
ment to enable it to Join with the Department of Transportation to assure that
urban transportation develops as an Integral component of the broader develop-
ment of growing urban areas.

The new Urban Mass Transportation Administration in the Department of
Transportation, working with other elements of the Department, will consolidate
and focus our efforts to develop and employ the most modern transportation
technology In the solution of the transportation problems of our cities.

The reorganization plan provides for an Administrator at the head of the
Administration who would be appointed by the President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate. The Administrator would report directly to the Secre-
tary of Transportation and take his place In the Department with the heads of
the Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Highway Administration, Federal
Railroad Administration and the Coast Guard.

I have found, after investigation, that each reorganization included in the
reorganization plan transmitted herewith is necessary to accomplish one or more
of the purposes set forth in section 901 (a) of title 5 of the United States Code.

I have also found that it is necessary to include in the accompanying plan, by
reason of these reorganizations, provisions for the appointment and compensa.
tion of the new officer specified in section 3(b) of the plan. The rate of cornpen-
sation fixed for this officer Is comparable to those fixed for officers in the Execu-
tive Branch of the Government having similar responsibilities. ' I

The reorganizations Included in this plan will provide more effective manage-
ment of transportation programs. It Is not feasible to itemize the reduction In
expenditures which the plan will achieve, but I have no doubt that this reorgani-
zation will preserve and strengthen overall comprehensive planning for develop.
Ing urban areas while simultaneously insuring more efficient transportation sys-
tems for our cities thai. % ;ould otherwise have occurred.

I strongly urge that the Congress allow the reorganization plan to become
effective.

LYNDON B. JOHNSON.
TuE WHITE HousE, February 26, 1968.

REORGANIZATION PLAN No. 2 OF 1008

(P1repared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the House of
Representatives in Congress assembled, February 20, 1968, pursuant to the
provisions of chapter 9 of title 5 of the United States Code)

URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION

ftcToN 1. TRANSn:R OF FUNCTIONS.-(a) There are hereby transferred to the
Secretary of Transportation:

(1) The functions of the Secretary of Housing nnd Urban Development and the
Department of Housing and Urban Development under the Urban Mass Trans-
portation Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 302; 49 U.S.C. 1601-111), except that there Is
reserved to the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development (1) the authority
to make grants for or undertake such proje-ts or activities under sections 0(a),
9, ned 11 of that Act (49 IT.S.C. 1605(a) ; 10OTa; 1607c) as primarily concern
the relationship of urban transportation systems to the comprehensively planned
development of urban areas, or the role of transportation planning in overall
urban planning, and (il) so much of the functions under sections 3, 4, and 5 of
the Act (49 U.S.C. 1602-1604) as will enable the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development (A) to ndvlse and assist the Secretary of Transportation in making
findIngq and deternminations under clause (1) of section 3(c), the first sentence
of section 4(a), and clau e (1) of section 5 of the Act, nnd (B) to establish



Jointly with the Secretary of Transportation the criteria referred to iln the, fIr.t
sentence of section 4 (a) of the Act.

(2) Other functions of the Secretary of Housing and Urban Dtvelopment, and
functions of the Department of Housing and Urban Development or of any agency
or officer thereof, all to tile extent that they are incidental to or necessary for
the performance of the functions transferred by section 1(a) (1) of this re-
organizatlion plan, Including, to such extent, the functions of the Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development and the Department of Housing and Urban
Development under (i) title 1I of the Housing Amendments of 1955 (69 Stat. 642;
42 U.S.C. 1491-1497), insofar as functions thereunder involve assistance specitf.
cally authorized for mass transportation facilities or equipment, and (it) title IV
of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 19115 (79 Stat. 485; 42 U.S.C.
3071-3074).

(3) Tile functions of the Department of Housing and Urbatn Development
under section 3(b) of the Act of November 0, 1966 (IF.L. 89-774; 80 Stat. 1352; 40
U.S.C. 672 (b)).

(b) Any reference in this reorganization plan to aiiy provision of law shall
tie deemed to include, as may be appropriate, reference thereto as amended.

SEc. 2. DxLEATION.-The Secretary of Transportation may delegate any of the
functions transferred to him by this reorganization plan to such officers and
employees of the Department of Transportation as he designates, and may au-
thorize successive redelegations of such functions.

Sc. 3. URBAN MASS TRANSPO~rATZON AsMiNTSTATION.-(a) There is hereby
established within the Department of Transportation an Urban Mass Transporta-
tion Administration.

(b) Tile Urban Mass Transportation Administration shall be headed by an
Urban Mass Transportation Administrator, who shall be appointed by the Presi-
dent, by and with the advice and cotent of the Senate, and shall be compensated
at the rate now or hereafter provided for TA,vel III of the Executive Schedule Pay
Rates (5 U.S.C. 5814). The Administrator shall perform such duties as the Secre-
tary of Transportation shall prescribe and shall report directly to the Secretary.

SEO. 4. INTcERmi ADMINIsTmAToB.-The President may authorize any person who
immediately prior to the effective date of this reorganization plan holds a posi-
tion in the Executive Branch of the Government to act as Urban Mass Transpor-
tation Administrator until the office of Administrator is for the first time filled
pursuant to the provisions of section 3(b) of this reorganization plan or by recess
appointment, as the case may be. The person so designated shall be entitled to the
compensation attached to the position he regularly holds.

Sc.c. 5. INCIDENTAL TRANSFFRS.-(fl) So much of the lprsonnel, property, rec-
ords, and unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, and other funds
employed, used, held, available, or to be made available in connection with the
functions transferred to the Secretary of Transportation'by this reorganization
plan as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determine shall be trails.
ferred from the Department of Housing and Urban Development to the Depart-
ment of Transportation at such time or times as the Director shall direct.

(b) Such further noasures and dispositions as the Director of the Bureau of
the Budget shall deem to be necessary in order to effectuate the transfers pro-
vided for li subsection (a) of this section shall be carried out In such manner as
lie shall direct and by such agencies as he shall designate.

SEC. 6. EFFCTIVE I)ATrE.-The provisions of this reorganization plan shrll take
effect at the close of June 30, 1968, or at the time determined tinder the provisions
of section 906(a) of title r) of tile United States Code, whichever is later.

Mr'. BTATNIK. We are very plsed and privileged to have with us
these three distinguished witnesses, all of whom haive prepared state-
ments which will be made a part of the record.

At the outset, I would like to inform the silbloll n)it tee an(d the wit-
iesses that we will hear from the ]itreaul of the budget. first, Mr.
Phiillip S. HTughes4, who will siinmarie the proposition, which is then
t'one into in more detail in the statements by Secretary of 'Trans.lorta-
tio Bowll and 1'nder Secretary of Housing and tTr.an DeveloplmelntWVood.

May I suggest at this time that we hear, Mr. Iluglhe": then tle
statements by the two Secretaries will fol low: afid wlwn we ro',p'eed



with the interrogation that we direct our attention to those areas
which are particularly of interest to the members of the committee.

Without objection, we will proceed in that way.
I welcome you gentlemen, and appreciate your being here this morn-

ing. Mr. hughes, will you proceed with your statement? It is a short
statement but well prepared. It circumscribes the matter before us.

STATEMENT OF HON. PHILLIP S. HUGHES, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

Mr. HtIIEs. We are pleased to be here jointly and to testify in
supl)ort of Reorganization Plan No. 2.

Ats you have indicated, Mr. Clhirman, the President transmitted the
plan to congresss on February 26 of this year. The plan transfers to
the Secretary of Transportation certain responsibilities of the Depart-
ment and the Secretary of housing and ITrban I)evelopment for urban
mass transportation programs and woul establish an Urban Mass
Transportation Adminisiration within the Department of Trans-
lortation.

'The major purpose of the reorganization l)lan is to unify in the
I)epartment of Transportation those basic Federal programs which
iiivolve urilmi transportation project assistance and related research
al development activities. At the )resent time, State and local a ell-
cies must look to two Federal departments for supl)ort in this fiefl-
the I)epartment of 'Transportation for programs affecting urban
higlhways anld urban airports and the I)epartment of Housing and
Urla "l)eveloplient for programs affecting urban mass transpor-
tation. '1'his division of responsibility and authority also unnece-ssrilycoit l liCtes Feder1al (coordli nat ion."

'l here are certain to be increasing demands Iby urban residents for
substantial- imp ovenents in their transportation facilities and serv-
ees, and our response to those demands will have a great influence

on tie future quality of urbau life. As the President stated in his
message of transmittal•
Never before have resilents of urban areas faced a clearer choice concerning

urban transportation-shall it dominate and restrict enjoyment of all the values
of urban living, or sall it be shaped to bring convenience and effieleney to our
citizens in urban areas.

IVe nuist be sure that url)an transportation systems are efficient
and responsive to the needs of the traveler and at the same time
contribute to tie sound overall development of urban areas.

We know that many of the residents of our larger cities are already
spending too nmcll of tleir time traveling to and from their jobs'.
Reductions in the workweek gained by increased )roductivity can be
lost if workdays are lent.tlened by Imeflicient and expensive urban
travel. We have, or can ldevelol), the transportation systems necessary
to free the individual from countless hours of frustrating and waste-
fill intravity travel. We mst also insure tlat those systems enhance
our communities so they will become even better places to live.

Tne major program activities carried out under the Urban Mass
'I'ransportation Act of 1964 are: (1) transportation facility grants
alnld iomus to assist State and local agencies to aquire, construct, and
iml)rove capital facilities and equipment, for mai s transportation serr-

• :1-4 27- O 2



ice in urban areas; (2) research, development, and demonstration
projects in all phases of urban iass transportation including tests of
new ideas and methods for improving mass transportation systems and
service; (3) grants to State and local public agencies for planning,
engineering, and designing urban mass transportation projects and
for other technical studies; (4) grants to State and local governments
for fellowships for training of personnel in the urban mass trans.
portation field; and (5) grants to nonprofit institutions of higher
learning to establish or carry on comprehensive research in problems
of urban transportation.

In addition to those activities, the reorganization plan refers to a
number of other functions which are, in part, applicable to urban
mass transportatior programs: (1) a portion of the authority to make
loans for public works and facilities as authorized by the Housing
Amendments of 1955 ; (2) a portion of the authority to make reloca-
tion payments to individuals, business concerns, and nonprofit orga-
nizations displaced by a federally assisted development program as
specified in the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965; and
(3) the authority to receive appropriations for the purpose of making
payments to the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority as
authorized by the 1966 act granting consent to the interstate compact
which created the authority.

The reorganization plan creates a new and distinct unit in the
Department of Transportation to be known as the Urban Mass Trans-
portation Administration. The Administrator of this organization
will be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, and he will report directly to the Secretary of
Transportation. Thus the views of the new administration will be
heard at the top levels of the Department along with the views of the
Federal Aviation Administration, the Federal Highway Administra-
tion, the Federal Railroad Administration and the Coast Guard. The
Administrator would be compensated at Level III of the Executive
Schedule Pay Rates.

The new organization created by the plan for the development of
urban mass transportation will function in the broader context of
other national transportation needs. Some of the new systems and
technology which will be developed by the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration will draw upon the research and development work
now being conducted by other components of the Department of
Transportation. No single mode of transportation can fulfill all of the
needs of our cities for adequate transportation systems. Trains, buses,
automobiles, and aircraft will all have a vital role to play in the solu-
tion of our urban transportation problems.

The creation of the Urban Mass Transportation Administration
will strengthen and support the Secretary of Transportation in his
efforts to provide other levels of government and the transportation
industry with sound and comprehensive guidance and assistance.
While State and local governments must choose the "right" transporta-
tion systems for the cities, the Federal Government must support this
State and local effort with research, development, and project assist-
ance.

A successful urban mass transportation system should operate effi-
ciently and be compatible with other forms of intracity transpor-
portation. But in addition, as the President stated in his message of



transmittal, mass transportation imu.t also "conform to and support
balanced urban development." For tlis reason, tie reorganization plan
provides for the continuation of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development's role in important aspects of transportation re-
search and planning as they relate to overall urban development.

The plan reserves to the Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment authority-

To make certain grants or undertake certain projects or activi-
ties which primarily involve the relationship of urban transporta-
tion systems to comprehensively planned urban development and
the relationship of transportation planning to overall urban
planning. These are authorities provided by the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964 for: (1) research, development, and
demonstrations (sec. 6(a) of the act); (2) technical studies
(see. 9); and (3) grants to institutions of higher learning for
comprehensive research (sec. 11).

To advise and assist the Secretary of Transportation in making
findings and determinations that grant asistance is needed to
carry out a proposed program, or one under active preparation,
for a coordinated urban transportation system as part of the com-
prehensively planned development of an urban area. Such find-
ings and determinations are a requisite, on a project-by-project
basis, to the provision of assistance under the program. Thus,
while the Secretary of Transportation would make the final deci-
sions with respect to individual projects under the program, theSecretary of housing and Urban Development would provide

advice particularly with respect to the relationship of such proj-
ects to the overall development of urban areas.

To enable the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
and the Secretary of Transportation jointly to establish criteria
(called for in section 4(a) of the act) for identifying programs
for coordinated urban transportation systems as part of the com-
prehiensively planned development of urban areas. These general
standards are used to determine the relationship between a co-
ordinated urban transportation system and an area's overall
development.

The plan provides the basis for a sound cooperative relationship
between the two Departments-the Department of Transportation re-
sponsible for transportation policy and asisstance, and the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development responsible for leadership
in comprehensive planning, including transportation planning as it
relates to broader urban development needs. The two Departments are
now working out the detailed coordinating procedures necessary to
assure the implementation of both roles.

The reorganization plan is an important part of the President's pro-
grain for improving the management of Federal programs and activi-
ties and the Bureau of the Budget strongly recommends that Congress
allow the plan to become effective.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. We can proceed from
here as you and the committee might wish.
Mr. BLATNIJ. Thank you. Mr.lHughes. We will now have the state-

ment by Secretary Boyd, a copy of which is before each of the members
of the committee, and followingthat a statement by the Under Secre-
tary of HUD, the Honorable Robert C. Wood.



STATEMENT OF HON. ALAN S. BOYD, SECRETARY OF
TRANSPORTATION

Mfr. Boim. NMr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appeal' be-
fore this committee in support of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1968
which, with certain reservations, would transfer the urban mass trans.
portation program from the Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment to the Department of Transportation.

In the legislation creating the Department of Transportation, Con-
gress directed the Secretaries of the two Departments to study and
report. to the President and the Congress on the logical and efficient
organization and location of urban mass transportation functions in
the executive branch. The reorganization plan which President
Johnson has transmitted carries out the recommendations of the two
Secretaries as set forth in their report to the Congress.

Before discussing in detail the transfer of functions involved in the
reorganization, it might be useful to review briefly the substance of the
Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 and the projects being carried
out under it.

The broad purpose of the act is to provide assistance for the develop-
ment of public and private mass transportation systems in metropoli-
tan and other urban areas. In furtherance of that purpose, the act
authorizes Federal arants or loans to State or local public agencies for
the acquisition, cc actionn, or improvement of mass transportation
facilities and service. The grants or loans are conditioned on a finding
by the Socretarv that. the assistance is needed for carrying out a pro-
grain, meeting criteria established by him, for a unified' or olfficiallv co-
ordinated urban transportation system as a part of the comprehen-
sively planned development of the urban area, and are necessary for
the sound, economic, and desirable development of such area. Thus, the
object of the Federal program is to improve mass transportation serv-
ices but only where they are to be developed as part of a coordinated
transportation system, conceived in the context of a comprehensive
plan for the urban area being served.

In addition to the basic facilities and equipment assistance pro-
gram, the act authorizes the Secretary to undertake research, devel-
opment, and demonstration projects aimed at reducing urban trails-
portation needs, improving service, or reducing the costs of service.
It also authorizes grants to State and local agencies for managerial
training programs: for project planning, engineering and design: and
for technical studies relating to management, operation. economic
feasibility, and other activities involved in the construction al op-
eration of mas, transportation systems. Finally, the act authorizes
grants to public and private nonprofit institutions of higher learning
to assist in the establishment of carrying on of Coml)rehensive research
in the problems of urban transportation.

By an amendment to the act. in 1966, the Congress directed the Sec-
retary to study and prepare a program of research, development, and
demonstration of new systems of urban transportation. While I have
not had an opportunity to study the report in detail, I have reviewed
it and am impressed'with the imaginative and comprehensive ap-
p'oach taken. I have asked my technical and policy offices to give the



report priority attention with a view to moving ahead ill this very
important area.

throughh the fiscal year 1969, Congress has authorized $675 million
to fund programs authorized by the act, of which $620 million has
been appropriated. Grant approvals through February 29, 1968, total
$378 million for capital improvements of mass transportation systems;
$53 million for research, development, and demonstration projects:
$2 million for the new systems study; and $7 million for managerial
training, technical studies, and urban transportation research.

Ilow will Reorganization Plan No. 2 affect the administration of
these programs? First, it will transfer all of the authority to make
grants and loans for the acquisition, construction, and improvement
of mass transportation facilities and equipI)ment from the Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development to the Secretary of IPransportation.

Second, it will transfer to the Secretary of Transportation certain
technical authorities of the Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-
mnent contained in other acts but necessary to the administration of
urban mass transportation programs.

Third, it will reserve certain functions to the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development which relate to the role of his department
in urban planning assistance and coordination. Thus, there is reserved
so much of the authority under -sections 3, 4, and 5 as is necessary to
permit the Secretary to participate with the Secretary of Transpor-
tation in establishing joint criteria to be followed by local planning
agencies in developing coordinated transportation systems as part of
comprehensive urban development. There is also reserved the authority
necessary to permit the Secretary to advise and assist the Secretary
of Transportation in making findings and determinations as to
whether the projects for which Federal assistance is sought are related
to a program for the development of an urban transportation system
as part. of a plan for the comprehensive development of an urban area.
Finally, the plan reserves to the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development part of the authority in sections 6, 9, and 11 to under-
take research or make grants for technical studies and research in
problems of urban transportation. Here, the Secretary's authority
would be limited to grants and research primarily concerned with
the relationship of urban transportation systems to the comprehen-
sively l)lanned development of urban areas, or the role of transpor-
tation planning in overall urban planning.

The plan does not involve any change in the authority of the Sec-
retary of Labor with respect to the labor protective provisions of sec-
tion 13(c). Those provisions will continue to be administered by the
Secretary of Labor and we will work closely with his Department on
the labor aspects of the grant applications which come before us.

To administer the transferred functions, the plan creates within
the Department of Transportation an Urban Mass Transportation
Administration, headed by an Administrator appointed by the Presi-
dent, by and with the advice and consent of tie Senate, and coin-

Jpensated at Level III of the Executive Pay Schedule. The Adminis-
trator will report directly to the Secretary. This will place the urban
mass transportation program on the same footing within the Depart-
ment as the aviation, highway, and rail administrations. As you know,
by virtue of the highway and airport grant programs and rail studies
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and experimentation carried out by these administrations, the Depart-
ment is already deeply involved in the development of urban transpor-
tation facilities.

With this background on the program and the plan, I would like
to turn to the matter of most concern to this committee: Why does the
reorganization proposed constitute the most logical and efficient orga-
nization to carry out urban mass transportation programs?

Our analysis starts with the proposition that the development of
our urban areas is first and foremost the responsibility of local govern-
ment. Local government is responsible for establishing a community's
development objectives, identifying the means by which those objec-
tives will be achieved, planning the size and location of community
facilities, and then carrying out the programs for facility develop-
ment.

The Federal Government's purpose in providing technical guidance
and financial assistance to the community is to assure that urban devel-
opment proceeds at a pace and in a manner consistent with overall
public objectives. Our goal should be to manage these Federal assist-
ance programs so as to achieve what science calls a synergistic effect-
accomplishing a total effect from the Federal effort which is greater
than the sum of the individual programs.

At the heart of the organizational problem lie two facts. One is that
transportation, as much as any other single factor, shapes the develop-
ment of our urban areas. Consequently, if we are to create suitable
living and working environments through orderly development of our
.urban areas, it is essential that transportation facilities be the servant
of development and not the master.

The other fact is that each of the various modes of transportation
are but pieces of a local, regional, national, and international trans-
portation system. Therefore, if we are to provide most efficiently the
transportation services necessary to our national defense and com-
merce, and the social cohesion and personal fulfillment of our citizens,
transportation must be viewed as a system, and each mode of transpor-
tation must be viewed as an integral part of that system. This is espe-
cially true in the case of urban transportation where the inherent ad-
vantages of one mode of transportation over another are not always
clear. Here, there is a real need for conducting research and demon-
strations, identifying and evaluating alternatives, and then following
through with action programs. Such a systems approach is difficult to
achieve when the responsibility for transportation programs is divided.

The basic decision turns, then, on a judgment as to how the programs
sul)orting these sometimes conflicting objectives can best be accom-
modated within the organizational structure of the Federal Govern-
ment, and within the framework of Federal-State-local relationships.
It was our judgment that the best solution lay in establishing a clear
alinement of the functional responsibilities between the two Depart-
ments, and then providing for a meshing of the programs for trans-
portation planning and development with the programs for urban
planning and development through the establishment of a tight co-
ordinative mechanism. Three steps were indicated.

The transfer of the urban mass transportation program to the De-
partment of Transportation is the first. It permits the function of
urban mass transportation to be treated in a systems context along



with the other modes of transportation whose development is as-
sisted by the Department-and we are convinced that the lack of a
sysL.ms approach is an important factor in the transportation prob-
1 ms of many of our cities. It also simplifies channels for State and
local agencies working with the Federal Government on transporta-
tion projects.

The second step is to clarify and strengthen the role of the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development as the principal Federal
agency concerned with sound, comprehensively planned development
of our urban areas. This is the purpose of the reservation in HUD of
authority under the Urban Mass Transportation Act to undertake
research and make grants on those problems involved in the relation-
ship of transportation system planning to comprehensive urban plan-
ning. It is also the purpose of the reservations of authority under
sections 3, 4, and 5 which will allow HUD to participate actively in
establishing criteria for relating transportation system planning to
comprehensive urban planning, and to advise the Department of
Transportation as to the adequacy of local planning programs.

The third step is to establish formal procedures for a closer working
relationship between the two Departments in all cases in which trans-
portation planning and Project implementation will have a significant
impact on urban development. From such a working relationship at
the Federal level, we can secure better coordination among agencies
at the State and local level. This is essential because it is those agencies
who bear the ultimate responsibility for planning and carrying out
the development programs.

Thus, we believe that the reorganization plan, together with the
agreements to be worked out by the two Departments, will for the first
time tie the Federal transportation programs together, provide the
mechanism for relating national transportation objectives to urban
development objectives, and permit a unified Federal approach to help
in achieving orderly urban growth through the development of ef-
fective transportation systems.. I am convinced that the plan before you represents a step we must
take if we are to cope with the problems at hand.

Mr. BLATNIK. Thank you very much, Mr. Boyd.
Mr. Wood, will you proceedI

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT C. WooD, UNDER SECRETARY OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVFLOPE T

Mr. Woon. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I ap-
preciate this opportunity to appear before you in support of Reor-
ganization Plan No. 2 of 1968.

The plan will transfer from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development to the Department of Transportation various functions
under the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, together with cer-
tain incidental authorities under other laws. In part, the functions to
be transferred are those of assisting in the provision of mass transpor-
tation facilities and equipment needed for coordinated urban trans-
In addition, the plan will transfer to the Department of Transporta-
tion a function of assisting, through research and demonstration pro-
grams, in development of transportation facilities and systems for the
future.



Aside from these transfers, the plan reserves certaiin functions nuder
the Urban Mass Transportation Act to the Departnet of lIousing alld
Urban Development.

The Department would retain authority for assisting research, dem-
onstration, and technical study activities which primarily involve the
relationships of urban transportation systems to overall urban develop-
ment and the role of transportation plaiming as a part of comprehen-
sive urban planning. Further, it would join with the Department of
Transportation in establishing criteria for determining whether, as the
law requires as a condition for facilities assistance in any urban area,
there is or is being developed an adequate program fori a unified or co-
ordinated transportation system as part of the comprehensively
planned development of that area. And the Department would also
have the role of advising and assisting the Department of Transporta-
tion in determining whether in any area these criteria have been or are
being met.

The functions I have referred to do not necessarily cover every aspect
of the operating relationships which the two Departments may es-
tablish in connection with the operation of the mass transportation
program. They do, however, reflect our major, basic areas of depart-
mental responsibility. Essentially, the Department of Transportation
will be responsible for assisting transportation systems responsive to
both national and local needs and for developing new systems required
to meet the needs of the future. The Department of Housing and Urban
Development will be responsible for providing guidance in connection
with the planning required to establish a sound relationship between
these systems and urban needs, and for research and development ac-
tivities focused upon finding ways of making this relationship more
meaningful in the years to come.

From an administrative standpoint we in the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development are confadent that the plan represents a
very workable arrangement for discharge of these departmental mis-
sions. So far as our own Department is concerned, we have been
engaged for many years in assisting urban transportation planning
as part of our comprehensive program under section 701 of the Hous-
ing Amendments of 1955. We are rapidly developing an urban re-
search program that will reach into all major systems and techniques
affecting the course of future urban developments. The functions re-
served to us under the plan are very closely related to these program
responsibilities.

From an administrative standpoint also, we believe that the two
Departments are fortunate in that they have been able to develop an
arrangement which not only calls for cooperation between them but
which rests upon a solid framework of past cooperative activities. For
example, the Departments and their predecessor agencies have col-
laborated closely for years in helping hundreds of communities to de-
velop the planning structure necessary for sound transportation sys-
tems. We have established, and have in operation, machinery at the
regional level for dealing with a variety of planning coordination
matters. And we have consulted extensively on a wide variety of proj-
ects and issues, from improved techniques for land use forecasting
and airport planning, to the recently completed study of new urban



transportation systems for the future, and the high-speed ground trans-
portation project.

But whatever the logic of the plan in terms of the day-to-day admin-
istration, it would be a mistake to consider it only in these terms. Much
of its significance must be measured against a broader framework of
where we are and where we are going in dealing with what is, by all
counts, one of the most vexing and complex of urban problems.

In the first place, we think the plan represents an important step in
our thinking about urban transportation. In the past, there has been a
common tendency either to deplore the deficiencies of urban transpor-
tation systems from the standpoint of transportation objectives, or to
deplore the deficiencies of these systems from the standpoint of their
effect, or lack of effect, on urban development objectives. The plan in
a formal, tangible sense recognizes a hard truth which has come
increasingly clear in recent years. This is that we cannot simply sub-
ordinate one set of objectives to the other. We must deal simultane-
ously with both, and we must organize our resources and skills for
dealing more effectively with both.

A second point follows from 'this first. For as we concentrate our
skills and resources upon different aspects of the urban transportation
problem and develop our respective capabilities, we must be aiming
at something beyond doing a little more efficiently or on a larger scale
what we have been doing before. We must be aiming at major improve-
ments in our techniques and methods for doing things, and for tying
the results of our work together.

For example, our objective in planning should not be simply to
assure that there is planning, or that transportation planning is car-
ried on as a part of comprehensive urban planning. The real need is
to make planning more effective, better informed, and more respon-
sive at the right times to the right--even if hard--uestions. This
means, among other things, that those who plan must be alert to all
the technical financial and political problems that are apt to be in-
volved in implementing plans. It means, too, that those engaged in
long-range planning must be alert to the technological possibilities that
research is developing and that will be available in the future.

So far as the Departnent of Transportation and the Department of
Housing and Urban Development are concerned, success in accomplish-
ing this kind of major improvement requires more than simple agree-
ments on matters of administrative routine. It requires a high degree
of understanding as to basic missions, goals, methods and priorities in
the field of urban transportation. We feel that, during the past year
particularly, we have already made unusual progress in achieving thiF
understanding. It is reflected in the statements of departmental re-
sponsibilities contained in the President's massage transmitting the
plan, in the urban transportation recommendations of his message on
Housing and Cities, and in the joint report of the two Departments on
their studies and deliberations leading up to the plan. We expect that
it will be further detailed in the operating agreements the two De-
partments are now developing and in other aspects of their relation-
ships in the future.

It must be remembered, however, that success in this broader sense
is not a matter simply for the Department of Transportation and the
Department of Housing and Urban Development. Nor is it simply-
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or even primarily-a' matter of Federal responsibility. FYor our pow-ers are simply those of providing assistance and guidance. It is at theState and local level that most of the really crucial decisions will bemade. Without a spirit of cooperation there, without an understand-ing as to basic goals there, neither the plan nor any other step we maytake to improve Federal organization and coordination can possibly
have its intended effect.

It must also be remembered that even the best organization can goonly so far. No organiz~tionalarrangement 0no division of responsi-
bilities, will by itself make the hard problems-the dilemmas ofchoice-vanish. And no improement in our techniques for dealingwith problems of the future is going to eliminate existing barriers
traceable to faulty techniques of the past.

.But we can focus our resources more precisely on what we are doingwith a view to seeing that the right questions are considered, in thedeptA and places where they shouldbe considered, afid in good time.To the extent that we can do this, we can do much better in the futurethan we have in the past. The plan is a step, and a potentially malorone, in that direction. It is the product of careful deiberation. It hasbeen jointly recommended by the two Departments. We in the Depart-ment of Housing and Urban Development believe that. it should con-tribute to a strengthening of our capacity to cope with all the needs of
our urban localities and the people who live there today, and who will
be living there in the future.

Mr. BLATNIK. Thank you, Mr. Wood.
Mr. Secretary, would you have any summary you would like topresent of your statement or an particular point to whichyou wouldlike to call attention to which Mr. Hughes may have made a reference?Mr. BomD. No, sir; I am in complete agreement with the statementof Mr. Hughes. The net effect of this reorganization plan is to pro-vide a- means whereby the Department of Transportation will have

primarily the internal responsibilities for urban mass transportation;that is, dealing with transportation as transportation; and HUD willretain what, for lack of a better ferm, we call the external responsi-
bilities, those relating to the impact of the transportation systems and
activities on the urban society. , not

Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Wood, would you have any cominentst It i notnecessary, but you are free to make any comments or statement or callattention to any aspect that you wish to have underscored or empha-sized from your Department's point of view at this point.
Mr. WooD. I would echo the sentiments of Secretary Boyd, Mr.Chairman, as to the common position that the two Departments andthe Budget Bureau have ivth respect to this plan and Secretary Boyd'sindication of the basic principle under which this plan was developed,the so-called lead agency principle in terms of'carrying on our'par-

ticular duties.
As my formal testimony points out, we'think that given appropriateresources we will be able to develop here a capability to 'work effec-tively with DOT in shaping a better urban en ironment, and we pro-pose to go forward on that basis with every means'and cooperation.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. The fact is, Mr. Chairmait, if ou permit me, Mr.Wood, you woald in fact have no authority; as I read Mr.' Hughesstatement on page 6, you have an advisory role. .



Mr. WOOD. I think we would have authority, Mr. Rosenthal, as the
plan itself indicated, with respect to the portions of research and de-
velopment that have major external impact considerations. We would
have authority in terms of transportation, in terms of the encourage-
ment and creation of the planning agency, the review of planning
criteria. I think the basic question here is would we have authority
over the making of the grants and the loans in the assistance program,
and these clearly go to DOT.

Mr. RoSEiNTHAL. You don't disagree with Mr., Hughes' statement
where he says on the bottom of page 4:.

Thus, while the Secretary of Transportation would make the final decisions
with respect to individual projects under the program, the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development would provide advice * * *

Mr. WboD. No, I would simply underscore the providing of that
advice on projects which we would regard as an important nfuction.
The establishment of criteria and the certifications called for'earlier
in Mr. Hughes' Aatement iWe would regard as meanin ful decisions.
Mr. BoYD.- If T~ma say something, Ji. "Chairman, think one of

the things we need to do i of urban development
and urban transporta 'is to et the right p ective. I have a per-
spective which I h eis the ri .We tend to k as if all of the
activities are 'in very smallunive specifically i Washington ifi
the Office of retay of -Housing rnrban Develo t, and in
the Office of e Secretary, nsp rtation.

The fact f the ma is th Fed ral Gov rnment is'n deciding
how cities regoing develop or w at t 'r transportation systems
are going This nry planning ncies.
This is" ade'clear in all of me .'T loca l d isions.

We i the Federal GQ t re in ol in hree thin : one
is the es blishme crite i o ca outo Federal rtions
of these program m ; tw c t s e opment t rough
loan ants, an fort u ie isio to what 'nd of
transpo tion cit Xis *ng to es from city X, n from.
the Fede al Gover me

The b ic decisi P; the 0nmen ' 'to decide hether
the require ments of the city pee e'cri ia and priority which
have been tablished for e rl program

Mr. BLAb This isoe main a a pu es me. I not clear
how it woul put inI ust do t se where
HUD's authdri ends and the artment Of ran ortation'S be-
gins. It is pretty .i lved..

Mr., Bom. Tis is er complicated area', a ere is no way it is
going to become simple ature of th' s is complicated.
gI would say the answer wou is. Getting back to the question
of internal versus external impacts, both Departments in their re-
search, actlities will come before the authorizing aid appropriations
committees and say this is what we propose to do in our Department
and this is how it relates to What the other 'Department is doing.

Mr. WOOD.' Another way,:, Mr. Chairman, to maybe clarify that twi-
light zone that you have identified, is to think of the Inumber of deci-
sioni -that are involved in the 'process of Oroviding effetive tran's-
portation in ways that have constructive, impacts on urban areas. This
process begins, wit aset of decisions of how -yb4X help local govern-



ments get ready to look at their problems, the relationship of the
impact of transportation on land uses and other uses, and then it flows
through their capability of carrying out such projects to the question
of the final assistance in these projects.

Now, the plan, as we understand it, says that in essence HUD will
be the prime force in trying to encourage comprehensively effective
development plans and tien to see how transportation activities in-
pinge upon them.

By HUD being able to be involved early in this activity, I think we
probably will be able to place the emphasis of our responsibilities at
a timely initial stage more effectively than we have been able to do
sometimes in the past.

Mr. BLATNIK. You are sure it will be done more effectively, not re-
sult in either conflicts or deadlocks which is typical in the District of
Columbia?

You see, you have the States involved, the municipalities, the Fed-
eral Government. You have your own sort of quasi-independent agen-
cies, land use, sanitary districts, school boards. They have their own
concept of what to do with certain land.

Mr. WooD. I am right with you and Secretary Boyd, Mr. Chairman,
in saying this is a complicated business. It is clear that DOT and
HUD are going to have to sit in each other's laps in this whole series.

I think one of the characteristics of administrative and executive
action in this stage of American domestic programs is that you cannot
any longer draw self-contained boundary hnes and put programs coin-
pletely within one jurisdiction. Their working relationships are prob-
ably increasingly important. I think 0iis underlies the whole approach
of creative federalism. I think the mpulsion which makes us be-
lieve that these administrative collaborative efforts will work is the
fact that the substantive programs cannot work unless there is this
cooperation. We cannot have orderly urban development unless we
are able to deal freely and openly'with transportation plans and
activities. Transportation programs cannot go forward unless they
have the support and understanding of the communities involved.

I think it is in this spirit that the plan was developed.
Mr. BLATNIK. What do you do when you have a metropolitan- sur-

burban complex that involves several governmental subdivisions? Is
that your comprehensive planning program, to get them all to come
into agreement on an overall areawide plan?

Mr. WOOD. If there is a comprehensive plan regarding the colla-
borative efforts of the different jurisdictions, and these are the joint
criteria which DOT and HUD sign off on, what we want to do is to
put in being a mechanism that will allow the local governments to col-
laborate in their decisions or at least have it underway and then to
see from there how we can respond.

Mr. HunGs. Mr. Chairman, if I could take a run at this, I think,
going back to some of Secretary Boyd's comments, if we could look
at this transportation plan in a given community as a two-step or
two-stage effort, the first stage is essentially the evolution of an ade-
quate transportation plan for that community, consideration being
given at this point to the various elements of transportation: high-
ways versus mass transit versus perhaps air transport, railroads, and
so on; the relationship of these transportation components.



This area, as we have looked at it, is essentially the Department of
Transportation's area, and one of the major reasons for putting tile
urban and mass transportation program into the Department of Trans-
l)ortation is to compel, in a sense, the weighing of the merits of urban
mass transportation in a given situation against other transportation
ProgramsThen, once tile elenients of tile transportation plan have been

evolved, the next stage is the relationship of the transportation plan
to the rest of community planning, to the comprehensive plan, to the
plans for residential development, to the effect of transportation plan-
nimg on relocation requirements, on open space requirements, and so
On.

It is in this latter area that the Departmnent of Housing and Urban
Development needs to have its say, both in terms of advice to the
Secretary of Transportation and in terms of a share of responsibility
for the approval of the criteria governing in this regard.

The relevant portion of the reorganization plan I think is relatively
explicit and relatively brief on these points, and what it says essen-
tially, looking at section 1(a) (1), is that all of the urban mass transit
program is transferred to DOT with the exception of certain specific
reservations which relate to planning, to research and the shared re-
sponsibility for the development of these criteria.

The words of the plan will need to be filled out by memorandums
of understanding and exchanges of letters and so on between the two
Departments, and there will need, of course, to be appropriate alloca-
tions of personnel and funds as is the case with all plans.

But the terms of the plan itself are quite precise and I think illus-
trative of this two-stage evolution of a plan that I have tried to
describe.

Mr. RosENTIAl,. Mr. Hughes, if I might, [, keep sensing that you
are putting the cart before the horse. Is it your suggestion that we
must first develop a major national transportation 1)lanf? Then, after
we fit the pieces in or around the city, we consider what the problems
within that city are and orient them to the transportation plan that
has already evolved?

Mr. Huonis. I have misled you, I think.
Mr. ROSETI[AI. I may have misunderstood you.
Mr. HUOHES. 'We start with the community, as Secretary Boyd de-

scribed it. Community A has mass transportation needs as it sees these
needs, and it applies for Federal assistance in meeting these needs,
planningwise and in terms of the development and the construction
of the system itself. This is a particular community. It is not a na-
tional transportation plan. But this is a particular colnmunity having
needs and under the terms of the Urban Mass Transportation Act
applying for assistance from this program.

The til'st stage is the consideration of that transportation appli-
cation in relation to the highway system and other transportation
systems of that community.

However, sooner or later-and perhaps in some ways the sooner
the better-you get to the second stage which is the relationship of
transportation planning as a whole to the comprehensive plan for the
community and to other urban systems: sewer and water, residential
planning, recreational planning, and so on.



This would take place community by community.
Mr. HoY. If I may add something, Congressman, I think that you

can look at transportation in the sense of a series of rings within each
other. There is an urban transportation system, a regional transporta-
tion system, a national transportation system, and an international
transportation ssytem, and these more or less fit within each other;.the
movements flow back and forth, and there is a relation from one to
the other, although they aren't all moving in the same direction.

The functioning of the system really is altogether separate from
having a transportation policy, whether'it be a national, regional, local
or what. The system operates to a large extent, based on a true market
function and has nothing to do with policy frcm the Federal level.

Mr. ROSNTIrA,." It has to do with policy, the final decision as to
what grants will, be made will rest with your Department.

Mr. Boyp. Thereis no question about that
Mfr. ROSENTYrT4. Your Department has a philosophy different from

HU:D. Your Department is charged with developing a national trans-
portation system. tiUD's Department is to provide a better life for
urban people.

Mr. Bon'r. You haven't been reading my speeches.
Mr. RosvNTITAt,. I remember some of vour speeches; yes, I do.
In other words, it is Robert Wood Versils the Rob ert' Moses' con-

cept. Moses' concept wasquite adequate in 1930. We will build high-
ways and we will run them in quickly and we will get good serve
between Philadelphia and New York.

Today we are concerned with the preservation of the integrity of the
cities, a'nd we have got to get people to their jobs and make sure that
local inner-city communities are not isolated from the outsidevworld. It
is a question of philosophy and mission.

It seems to me the Ptesident charged you Mr. Secretary, with de-
veloping a national transportation policy for air, maritime, roads,
and highways. He charged HUD with eertain other things.

I would suspect that their commitment to society is different from
yours. This is nothing wrong. That is the way it should be.

Mr. HuoGHs. Isn't this the reason for keeping the Department of
Housing and Urban Development in the act a the plan specifically
does?

Mr. ROSEN,'THAL. In my honest opinion, they are just playing with
words. Their role in this'net, will be a third-rate supportinmr character.
They will make recommendations, and if the Secretary of DOT doesn't
like them they will rejeet them. Thev will dance the'same music for 6
months to a year, and after that it will be over.

Mr. BoDn. I am really terribly concerned about your view of the
Department of Transportation a'ld its philosophical'bent. T just don't
think I have made myself clear on what our philosophy is. I would
like to take another whack at it.

Both officially and personally I have stated, and I have tried to
develop policy on the thesis, that transportation is for people, that
transportation is a service function, and that it has to serve people. I
have also moved over into Mr. Wood's area and said that cities are
for people and we should devise programs and plans for the benefit
of people.
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Now, if this is a Robert Moses approach to life I don't understand
Robert Moses. If we are not acting in accord with that philosophy, I
would like to see some examples of it. I have spent more time and effort
in trying to bring the transportation system, so far as the Federal
Government is concerned, into line with this philosophy than anything
else.

Mr. ROSENTIHAL,. Mr. Wood, I wonder if you could tellus what you
think about this. I know you are supporting this plan. I am very much
aware that the Bureau of the Budget and Mr. Weaver signed a memo-
randum which was submitted to the President on February 24, 1968.
But I am sincerely concerned about the direction of urban mass transit.
I think it is an important adjunct to life in the city. I just wonider if it
Ni-oulln't fare, better -staying in your )epartmeit 'than being trans-
ferred to DOT.

Tell me why I am wrong.
Mr. Woqp. I think you. are wrong.

[ First, let me take a step out on a point of personal privilege to in-
( icate that my regard ad relationship with Mr. Moses isiot the same
as my regard and relationship with Secretary boydi My record of a
dialog with Mr.Moses has been consjlerably diflerenli than with Score-
tary Boyd. beCiS

Secondly, basically, the limitation's of -the present arrailgenients in
which HUD goes forward in its mission to try t6 dal'With the various
subsystems that condition life in urban IncomuptLes .ar that at the
present time. inthe t-anl ,)tation area we have. i grant program re'at-
ing to just one mode of irban ttansp)ortatiqn. it flqes not seem to me
I)ersonallv, nior does, it seem to mein ny present capacity, realistic to
assume'that the operations of that grani-in-'aid program of assistance
in grants and loans to mass transportation will (ecisively condition all
tile transportation systems in urban areas.

It seems to me that the way HUD moves forward in trying to carry
)oit. its mi.5ion on urban development is to try to get in early into the
development process of any of these activities, that hinge upon land
use; to have, our say--not in terms of particular projects or particular
expertise of a particular facility-but~'to have 'our say in general
criteria tAnd i general certifications.

There are at least, over and beyond housing, three other major sets
of facilities that condition the market of urban life. One istransporta-
tion, the other is sewer and 'water, the third is kind of a major coin-
munity institutionwide complexes such as hospitals, civic centers, or
what have you.

We can't presume to exercise control over hospitals with HEW. We
don't presume to have a continued impact on welfare institutions or
centers for these other facilities.

We do presume to try to get directly and early into the game so that
we can have impact in these decisions.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. What has been your record of success on impact
of other agency decisions?

Mr. Woon. Generally, not as fast and not as rapidly as I would
expect in the detached circumstance but I think there is continuing
progress. I take a great deal of satisfaction in the fact that in the last
few months the efforts of HEW and HUD in collaboration were able
to carry forward the development of an acceptable program for
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medical facilities in the city of Newark. I believe that was evidence
of collaboration between local, State and National Government that
has some prototypes.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. You shouldn't take much credit for that because
you did that after the horse was out of the barn.

Mr. WOOD. No, I think we redesigned the barn or shifted the situia-
tion in considerable respect. I think we have begun to find in the so-
called pilot neighborhood centers which involve the four Great Society
agencies initially and more lately transportation, the pattern for col -
laborative structure. I think the model cities program is premised on
the fact that the relevant Federal departments and agencies can carry
out collaborative strategy. I think on net balance our impact on urban
transportation will be increased by this reorganization plan.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. I don't see how you can say that. It will be de-
creased almost to a minimal Point. You will have an advisory role.
This has nothing to do with who the present secretary is. We are con-
sidering a plan for years to come. Once Congress acts, they can't
rescind this action.

The fact is we ion't have to act at all. This plan will become opera-
tive unless someone files a disapproval resolition. Once this event
takes place, this responsibility for urban transit will be in the Depart-
ment of Transportation.

Mr. WOOD. The responsibility for giving grants and assistance for
individual projects will be in transportation, and for developing a
transportation plan. But that plan can't go forward without certifica-
tions of its relevance to the general urban plan.

Mr. BOYD. I think, Mr. -Rosenthal, you should bear in mind that
according to the statistics I have 94 percent of the movement in cities
is on streets and highways. As things stand today, that is in the De-
partment of Transportation. There is no question about it. We have
the sole, complete power. And we are not eliminating that.

Now, the mass transit is the 6 percent. To try to give you an example
of cooperation, we have gotten fairly deeply involved in the District
of Columbia highway system. I have, at least in the eyes of one news-
paper, been credited with being an obstructionist to the great progress
in the highway system. The fact of the matter is HUD and DOT are
working together trying to help the District develop a highway system
which improves the total community. This is an element of collabora-
tion. We are working together in Nashville on highway development
and urban renewal jointly. I think we could come up with any number
of examples of how we rire working tog ether.

In these cases I don't believe IIITD or the Department of Trans-
)ortation would say it is all one way. By definition, if we are coopei-

ating we are trying to get something doie. If we weren't interested in
working with each other. they could go th eir way on urban renewal
in Nashville and we could go our way on urban highways in the
District.

Mr. ROSENTIML. I just have a feeling that, highways and subways
and other modes of transportation are an essential, integral l)at of
improving the quality of life in our cities, which is my personal kick.
I think we all agree.

What is the most efficient way to coordinate the improvement of life
in the cities, the building of the cities? People in transportation who



allege that 94 percent of our people travel on highways somehow
seems to me can less relate to subway transportation than the fellows
who are building model cities.

M[r. BOYD. Ihat is one of those "When did you qut beating your
wife" sort of things, MAr. Rosenthal. That is not an allegation. That is
a statement of fact. The fact that I know this is the share of move-
ment on the highways doesn't have anything whatsoever to do with
the philosophy of the I)epartment of Tra.ns)ortation.

Mr. RosEN.T-iiAL. In the city of New York 94 percent of goods and
services dou't move on highways.

Mr. BOY1). That is very true.
Mr. RosEFNr.IAi1 . What percentage does in the city of New York?
Mr. BOYo. I can't give you that figure.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. I won't burden the committee. I am just worried

about the situation. ])on't consider it anytliing personal, Mr. Boyd.
It isn't that tit all.
Mr. BoYi'. Let mne point out, something else to you, Mr. Rosenthal.

The quality of life in the cities is related to a good mlany things, not
the least of which is the ability of people to earn a living, and that is
related to a transportation system which goes far beyond the city. You
have to have some way to dovetaill your urban transportation with
your interurban and international transportation.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. I think that is absolutely true.
Mr. BOY). This is what we are talking al)out. We are talking about

doing it in the context of comprehensive urban I)lanning.
Mr. lhUoGHEs. Mr. Rosenthal, I think your comments indicate that

you are concerned al)out the leverage lere, whether HUTD will have
a(lequate leverage. This was the source of considerable discussion,
believe me, within the executive branch. and it was anticil)ated as the
source of major congressional concern. and quite legitimately so.

I think the fundamental point here is the one we started out from,
that transportation and cities are both extremely complicated and
%'ery closely related.

I-, a cit y of today, everything is related to everything, practically .
T ansportation, w~el fare, health, ghettos and so it goes.

The solution to that question is not to make the Department of
Housing and Urban Developmnent, at least as I see it, the Departnent
of everything for cities. I can't see that is a reasonable solution,. Rather,
the answer, it seems to me, in this inevitable complex world is to
establish definite program areas and to provide for the best. inierre-
lationships that we can between these areas, both in terms of the good
will of the individuals and in terms of the institutional and the
statutory relationships.

Now, the plan here-I just have to dissent from your view-doesn't
give the Secretary of Housing and Urban 1)eveloi)nent a third-rate
status with respect to the effect of mass transportation or any other
transportation systems on urban development and on the quality of
urban life.

It seems to me, as Mr. Secretary Wood has suggested, the shared
responsibility for the development and the establishment of criteria
here puts the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development very
much up front.

03-427-68-4
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I say this, but not ill the context of anticipating bad judgment on
the part of either Secretary Boyd or his successors. We need plrotee-
tion, surely, from bad judgment, but we need also the checks and hal-
antes and the cross-collaboration that is reflected in the complexity of
life.

But the plan does give the Secretary of Housing and V7rlban -e
velopment substantial leverage on the aspects of urban mass trans-
1)ortation and other transportation 1)lanning that relate to the develov-
meat of cities. lIe will have better leverage, I venture to say, in the
transportation area, mass transportation in l)articular, than 'he polb -

ably has in the hospital area that you mentioned, and in soe of the
other areas we could talk about.

Much of the discussion and the planning of the plan centered around
the means of best assuring this. We think the plan does and that it
can be adequately supplemented by memoranda of understanding anld,
if necessary, Presidential directives to assure that these features of the
plan are carried out.

Mr. BoYD. May I say, sir, if I may refer to one of your earlier qies-
tions, the problem of urban mass transportation is not, whether it has
moved into the Department of Transportation. The )roblem of urban
mass transportation is a lack of funds. It, is not an organizational

hlilosol)hy problem. The subway system in New York, which is less
than an ideal system of transportation according to some people, is in
that condition because of the lack of money being invested in the sys-
tem. That is the basic problem.

Mr. Rost.N'r.nr,. I think the word is commitment. Different, people
have different feelings about things. In your Department, urban trans-
portation will compete with five other nodes for money. Some people
in tie higher levels of your Department may think it more important
to build a highway system, a first-rate bighway system throughoutthe Nation. Some other people that may presently be in IUD may

think it is more important to develop a really good sul)way system in
New York and the I)istrict and Chicago and Mobile, Ala., alnd places
like that. It depends on coininitmeiits.

When President Theodore Roosevelt came into office he wanted to
change the policy from a land-grant policy to conservation, and he
couldn't do it because the Departments weren't established to accept
a new )hiloso)hy.

I was here when your Department was established, and we were
told that the major impact of your Department would improve traiis-
portation in the United States: maritime transportation, highway
transportation, aviation transportation, and all these other things.
We never heard anyhing said about inner-city transportation, within
cities transportation, urban transportation. We were told at the time
we would hold in abeyance for 1 year what we should do about mass
transportation.

I am worried that the type of urbanologists that reside.in HUD do
not at the moment reside in your Department.

Mr. Bor. Mr. Rosenthalf first and foremost, let me back up and
refresh your memory. What we talked about in testifying on the De-
l)artment of Transportation was not that we were going to improve
the highway system, the maritime system, the aviation system. What
we said was that the purpose of the Department was to do primarily



two things: One was to iml)rove the total transportation system ill
the country, and we made it very clear that this definitely included
iirl-an transportation. I'he second was to create a focal 1)oint for re-
lating transportation to the environment in which it operates.

Now, 70 percent of our people live in cities in this country today, ill
metropolitan areas. They are the ones who constitute the major part
of that environment.

As to the question of allocation of resources within the Department,
this is something that Sam Hughes ought to be discusing instead of
me; l)ut the fact, of the matter is, if you will recall how the Depart-
nient was established, the Office of Secretarv contains functional ele-
ments. It does not have any champions for iirways, highways, water-
ways, or anything else. We are set up to try to( deal with" the total
transportation system.

I can tell you that I have spent. more time on urban transportation
lthan on any single thing since I have become the head of the Depart-
menlt.

Mr. IluoIEs. Two points, Mr. Rosenthal. First of all, the imlprove-
ment of transportation, as I see it, is improvement in terms of its ea-
l)acity to serve people . It should be a servant and not. a master. It seems
to me thlat goal was both iniplicit and expli('it iln the establishment of
til)epartmellt.

Secondly, with res)ect to the question of choice here, mass transit
versus highways versus other optionIs, the Secretary, as he has l)ointed
out, hias structured the l)epartment in a fashion which enables him to
make these choices on as objective a basis as we peol)le can make them.

It seems to me the choices are almost inevitably going to be better
within the transplortatiol field if mass transit is one of the competitors
ill the l)icture within the Department of Transportation.

Certainly the choice-making process is not improved by having mass
transit off in left field. Rather, the fact that it is a component part of
the 1)elartinent and thereby impresses itself on the Secretary's con-
sideration anld to all extent, certainly on congressional consideration as
olne of the alternative means of moving people from here to there. with-
in the city--that objective is mucl more assured by the plan than under
pl-eselnt arrangements.

Mr. BOYD). If you will not hold it. against me, I will point out that
urban nass transportation is not altogether rail transportation. There
is a lot of mass transportation moving on the highway system. It seems
to me that there is some intelligence in trying to get, the concept of
dealing with urban mass transportation in the same 1)lace you have the
concept of designing and building the highway.

Mr. ROSENT1iAL. Il some areas, for example, Long Island, N.Y., you
could build highways forever and in vain-you know the Long Island
Expressway was outmoded the day the concrete dried. We can't. build
any more highways. We have to develop a new type of transportation.
More highways in and around that type of a, city won't do any good.

Mr. BOYD. that is quite right, and that. is why the city or the urban
complex must be the one to decide what its requirements are. New York
City doesn't, go 'ery far west of the Hudson River. There are an awful
lot of cities in this country who do need highways and who do want
highways. New York doesn't want them, cant use them. That is fine.

What we are trying to do is to deal with the proper set of require-



ments, and that has to come from what the cities want themselves, not
from the Department of Transportation or the Department of Ifousing
and U'rban Developnent.

I housing and irban Development, under any set of circumstances, is
not, going to say to Mayor Lindsay, "You (an't have any streets in New
York." Nor is the 1)epartment o'f Transportation. It is a welling Ul)
rather than a trickling down as to what kind of a transportation system
you have, whether it he -New York or Dallas or Des Moines, jowa.

Mr.. ROsEN'rltL. Sometimes.the city finds it easier to get money for
one mode of transportation than another. You have anl impact on their
decision because.you are going to put Ul) the money, and the fellow
Who puts up tle money is tile one who counts.

Mr. BoYD. Here you get to an altogether different proposition
because you gentlemen in the Congress established the highway trust
fund and you have established the method of allocation o? those
funds.

The Secretary of Transportation signs a statement every qltart erreleasing fun( based on a statutory allocation. is e con yalcain ahi gots1kt
what I said earlier. The prol)lem is money.

Mr. EDWMARs. Will the gentleman yield ?
Mr. ROSENTUAL. Just 1 second.
Again I think it is money plus commitment. That is the big distin.-

tion between us.
Mr. Ei.A)AIIS. Does the statute authorize you to withhold those

highway funds?
Mri. Bioy. We have legal authority to do that, Congressman. I am

not sure it is in tile statute, but I have an opinion from the Attorney
General I would he glad to sul)mit to you.

Mr. Emv.m)s. Is that Mr. Clark you are talking about?
Mr. BOYD. Well, the Attorney General is really an official. I don't

recall whether it is 3r. Clark or'his predecessor.
Mr. EDwAms. I would like to se it.
Mr. Boy. All right, sir, we will get you a copy.
Mr. RoSENTIA AL. Thank you, Mr. Cliairman.
Mr. BIATNIK. Mr. Erleiborn.
Mr. EnuixNmon.. I think we have pretty well exhausted that area,

but just. to recap, if the city of Chicngo decides that they want to
extend the Chicago Transit Autho i'al system out to O'Hare
Field, for instance, they make an application. Would they make that
ap)lieation to iUD or to 1)OT?
Mr. Woo ). Under the operation of the plan, as I understand it, Mr.

Congressmen, they would make it to DOT. The review and evaluation
process as to whether or not that extension could be presently assisted
would turn on, first., the existence within the Chicago area of an ade-
quate transportation plan that had been certified by HUD to have an
effective relationship with the general area plan, and, secondly, in a
project of that size and of that, impact, a review of that, particular
project by HUD with advice to the Secretary of Transportation as to
our recommendations as to its effect.

Mr. iEMLENx-oflN. Let us suppose the city of Chicago has not, done
the job of overall urban planning that HUD thinks they should
have, would HUD then have veto power over this apl)lication for
assistance for the extension of a rail line?



Mr. Wool). In effect I think it would.
Mr. EnIxEmnoiN. I wonder if Secretary Boyd could answer that ?
Mr. BoY). Yes, sir; I will l)e glad to.

We are working out an agreement between our two departments
which would provide that in matters of this particular nature, the
certification by IHTI) is a lart of the al)ei'oval process.

Mr. Em., EnIO%,~x. It is a requisite, then ?
Mfr. BoYp. Yes., sil.
Air. ErLExnoRI'. If I IUI) should want to veto lbecaUse of the lack

of planning, it would have the autihoity to (10 so under tle plan or
ider your agreement ?
Mr. 13mlom. ITUnder our agreement.
Mr. Eu: NROHN. It, is not clear mider tle plan.
Mr. Boy). That is right. It will be under the agreement. I think the

(question really would be whether or not there was a comprehensive
pilan. This is up to iUI) to say. I am sure if the city of (Chicago came
in with an application and I1U1) said. "You (l0ut have a general
plan," that, the ,.city would l)robablvy want, to a)peal. I t think the thinwoulh work out in practice this way. W e woihl sit (own wilh IIII)

and they would indicate what was acking. We would sa., 1All right,
(iicga o, these are thi conditions. You go out and do this, that, and
the ot ler. 'I'hen you will have a plan, anid then you can colie hack."

ir. Wool). Ilo;pefullv, I)efore that specific siitiation would have
occiUrred. we would have I)rovidled assistance to ('hicago and( the Clii-
cago metropolitan area as to the development of a piuuung l)otess
and l)lanni ,g nIleelmanisn. and we would have. in concert itli d )OTi.
identified the institutional arrangements we wanted to work with. So.
it. would not. le in this sense simply establishing criteria or a require-
inent; it would also be in a caplacity in which ll111) would he able to
assist.

Mr. BoYn. I think actually there would be little question of Chicago
or any other city submitting an application unless they did have a
plan because we expect to be able to advise all the citiesf what the re-
quirements are going to I)e. Both Departments are dedicated to tihe
same proposition. W\ e are not going to play games with the cities. We
are going to try to lay out for them in terms of standards and criteria
what they" have to do in order to qualify, not only for transportation
but for oiher programs.

Mr. Emrp.nonx. As a matter of fact, they already have to do this
whether the authority is in IIUI) or DOT. S;o, the cities are familiar
with this process.

Mr. BOYD. Yes, sit'.
Air. Em.III nNr. There would be no drastic change here in the proc-

e8s. They would have to do their overall planming and have that ap-
l)roved before specific projects could be approved, just as they do
today, right

Mr. BoYD. That is right.
r. Iltuo :s. Mr. Erlenborn, I think for the record, you will notice

that the plan itself refers to the joint establishment Of these criteria
referred to in the first sentence of section 4(a) of the Urban Mass
Transportation Act. I refer to this because it does provide a statutory
handle, if that is what you are looking for, for the Secretary of HU)
to be in the act.



The section 4(a) says no Federal financial assistance shall be pro-
vided, and so on, unless there is a determination by the Administrator
that :

The facilities and equipment for whihh the as instance L4 :,ought are needed
for carrying out a program, meeting criteria established iy hih, for a unified oi
offiially coordinated urban transportation system as a part of tile comrlivin-
slvely planned development of the urban area, and are necessary for the sound.
'oiomiii aind desirale develolpment * * *

I think there is a sound statutory b-ase as well as an administrative
basis for tile involvement of tile Secretarv of 11D in this process.

Mr. ErJ ENJIOJN. I prOblalV Sholld ]haVe started my questioning by
saying that I favor the plall, and as you may recall, one of the ques-
tio),ns ve had on this side of the aisle when we were considering tile
creation of the Department of Transportation was this particular au-
thority over urban mass transportation.

As I recall, I think it was Mrs. l)wver who offered the amendment
which required time year's study and a (lecision to be made. I am happy
the decision has beemi made ini this way because I think traisporta-
tion in the city has to be a coordinated thing. It must be coordinated
with all mode. of transportation leading into the city. Highway plall-
nin' and mass transportation planning Iby rail have to be coom'dinated
and can very well be done in Chicago by using the same facilities-the
median stri) of the hi.glhway for rail translportati)n which T think
was an excellent idea, one tlat can be ald pwobably will be followed
throughout the country.

Mr. 3(n). I would like to ar, Mi'. lrlenl)orn, tile Fe(leral Ilighnay
administration , which has the Bureau of Puhlie Roads in it, is doing
everything in its power to encourage tile States when they purchase
Iauds for urban freeways to purchase enough ld for rail tllusit il the
median strips.

We have considerable success with this. It has to Olperate together.
Mr. Eim.:xitowx. I think it makes good sense.
Under this plan apparently the authority under section 1606 of

the Mass Transportation Act will )e transferred to )OT. This has
relationship to relocation requirements and payments. Wouldn't this
particular authority be more closely related to tle work of I-D than
DOT? What working relationship; will there he in this instance, and
why wash t the authority retained in 1I-1D?

Mr. HuGHEs. I think as a generalization, Mr. Erlenborn, the reloca-
tion payment authority traditionally, and in statutory terms, has been
associated with the affected program. It is in that context that it has
been moved with the program from HI[i) to DOT. We are striving
for broader treatment and more even-handed treatment within the
Government of relocation expenses and standardizing the require-
ments among the various programs. But I think relocations occurring
because of, for instance, hig way construction or mass transit con-
struction must in some way be associated administratively with tle
actions that cause the relocation.

Mr. ERLENBO ,oN. They must practically be associated with urban
planing as well.

Mr. HuroG s. That is correct. Of course, the city's plan for trans-
portation, again getting int6 the complexities of life here, must en-
visage the relocation of these people and part of it must he a plan for
handling that action.



Mr. WOOD. But on the operational side, it would be difficult for
HU) to be in the position of taking on relocation responsibilities for
projects in which it could not determine the schedule or set the mag-
ilitude thereof.
Mr. EmF:.,N-mB x. What cool)eration can you see being (evelol)ed

between the two )epartments?
Mr. W1ooD. I think we will be able to relate the impact of these

kinds of l)pojects ol dislocations of people as well as changes in land
uses in the earlier planning stage, and, therefore, )low the whistle
on clear an1d evident problems in ternis of housing markets and
vacancies.

I think the eheiduling of the operation of individual adjustments
will be better )Ialn(lled il Ol)erational terms.
Mr. 13(m). W1hat we are trying to do is to estal)lisll relocation as a

condition l)reeedenit ill all of our trainisportation 1)roje'ts instead of
living it dragged along as something you have to do. We are trying
to assure that the problems of relocation are fully considered in the
public heari ng required on current transportation programss and
jlrojects under ti )l)el rtme]nt s currentt jirisdli(.tion.

Mr. Eiui:xnonx. As is always true in these reorganization plans, the
plain itself does )t go into all the details of the cool)erative arrange-
ments between the two agencies involved, and you have already re-
ferred to some agreements that you are workiiwg out. What wi'll be
the nature of these, a m-nmoranilum of understanding between the
two SWretaris?
Mr. Born. Yes, sir.
Mr. ERLEIoxN . 1)o you ha1e a draft of that now ?
M oir. ovi). No, we (10 not. We li ve a lot of work going on in dif-

ferent. conmmittees. I am cmvinced that one of the first things we have
to (10 is to develo) a glossary of terms. This area is so compl)icated that
it is very difficult to be sure exactly what we are talking about when
we get down into the details of things. I think both Secretary Weaver
an(l Secretar" Wood and I are l)rettv well satisfied that our staffs are
working alolg in a ('oolerative and affirmative fashion and that we
will have a memorandum of understanding by the time the transfer
beeolnes effrective.

Mr. EIILENBORN. I might request at this point that when that is
preparedd that a copy of it be furnished to the committee, because I

think it is an integral part of the plan. It will answer, I am sure, some
of the questions that we have that may not have been fully answered
in the hearings.

Mr. MlitoGs. I think the chances are it will be published in the
Federal Register.

Mr. Emr4Enoxix. I have three questions here that I would like to l)ro-
pound at the request of Senator Javits. Apparently there will not be
any hearings on the Senate side on this plan, and" he has asked that
these questions be asked and answered so we will have them in the
record. Any one of you are free to answer these, or all of you.

What role will be reserved to the Department of Housing and
Urban Development so that it will be enabled "to assure that urban

transportation develop* a4 an tntegritt coinponent of the broader de-
velopment of growing urban areas"?
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I think that quote is taken from the I)epartnment of Transportation
Act, or it is close to the wording of the act.

Mr. HIIoTn.s. We cau furnish something for the record. Much of tile
discussion thus far this morning is directed toward this point.

Mr. Wooi. I would only indicate on that, just to summarize what
I think the questions have been, that. the comIprehensive l)laining re-
sponsibility and the development and certification as to the adeqiacy
of transportation plan in general is one aspect of the role; second is
the review and commentary in terms of important individual projects:
third is the development of the criteria to assure us that, the planning
is not simply blue sky but it has effect in the decisioninaking process.
It is clear that in one way or the other we will have to improve our
planning capability over its )reseit strength and orientation, but that
I think is the major resource we look to at the present time.

Mr. EjT wnoriN. Secondly, when and how will tle Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development determine that given transportation
projects "concern the relationship of urban transportation systems to
the comprelhensively planned development of urban areas"?

I think that quote is taken from the plan itself.
Mr. IfTrxns. I guess I have a little trouble in my own mind sel)a-

rating that from the prior question, Mr. Erlenborn.
M. EIILENII 0o1N. I think they are certainly related. I think it prob-

ably has been answered in response to my first question, as to whether
there is veto power over an individual application for transportation
grant. An application would have to be reviewed and would have to
be leased upon a comprehensive )lan that would have to )e approved.

Mr. IhonES. It would have to conform to criteria for which the
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development and the I)epartmenit
of Transportation share responsibility.

Mr. EULE:.NIoBN. The suggestion hias been made that you expand
upon the answers to these questions in written form, and it might be
helpful if you send it directly to Senator Javits and also for the
record.

(The answers to questions posed by Senator Javits follow:)

AN SWE tS TO QUESTIONS POSED BY SENATOR JAVITS

Question 1. "What role will be reserved to the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, so that it will be enabled '* * * to assure that urban trans-
portation develops as an integral component of the broader development of
growing urban areas'?"

Answer: The two Departments have agreed on several principles and pro-
cedures which will assure an effective role for IUD:

(a) The Federal responsibility for assisting and guiding areawide compre-
hensive planning (including comprehensive transportation planning) by local
communities resides in HUD. Criteria for urban transportation system plan-
ning is to be developed Jointly by HUD and DOT.

(b) HUD will advise DOT whether there is a program for a unified urban
transportation system as part of the comprehensively planned development
of the area. This would include the adequacy of the planning process. The
TUD advice would be a prerequisite for DOT making the findings required
under sections 3(c), 4(a), and 5 of the Urban Mass Transportation Act and
the findings required under section 134, title 23, of the Highway Act of 1962.

(o) DOT has the responsibility for determining whether individual proj-
ects are needed for carrying out a unified urban transportation system as
part of the comprehensively planned development of the urban area. How-
ever, the memorandum of understanding now being developed by the two
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Departments will include arrangements under which DOT will first secure
recommendations from HUD in the case of those projects having a significant
impact on the planned development of the urban area.

(d) DOT will utilize HUD in the review of annual work programs devel-
oped by State highway agencies under section 307(c) of title 23, insofar as
these programs have an impact on comprehensive planning in metropolitan
areas. HUD will also have an opportunity to review planning proposals and
reports prepared by planning bodies in metropolitan areas. DOT and HIUD
will develop jointly the standards and guidelines for these reviews.

(e) DOT and HUD will develop jointly the criteria for federally assisted
urban transportation system planning.
(f) The memorandum of understanding will provide that DOT secure HUD

concurrence in the criteria for relocation planning made necessary by urban
mass transportation projects. DOT plans to provide HUD at an early date
relocation information and will not approve any relocation- v1an_.yithout
first reviewing the HUD recommendations.

Question 2. "When and how will the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development determine that given transportation projects '* * * concern the
relationship of urban transportation systems to the comprehensively planned
development of urban areas'"

Answer: This question relates to the authority reserved to HUD in sections 6,
9, and 11 to carry out research, development, and demonstration activities and
the coordinative procedures to be followed by the two departments. The depart-
ients have agreed to develop, Jointly, a program of projects and priorities for

urban-related transportation research, development, and demonstrations. HUD
will be concerned especially with (1) those portions of the program designed
to reveal or evaluate the impact of transportation on urban areas and to deline-
ate those general characteristics of transportation systems expected to have an
important Impact on the urban environment; and DOT, with (2) those portions
which deal with component, subsystem, and system development, engineering and
testing. This will normally mean that DOT will have primary responsibility in
the area of "internal systems and program effects an-d retU1r6eWntA," HUD
having primary responsibility in the area of "external personal and community
effects and requirements."

Question 3. "What steps will the Secretary of Transportation take to insure
that the transfer of the urban mass transit program will bring about a co-
ordination of all transportation programs so as to permit the establishment of
a balanced Federal transportation program and, within each of our metro-
politan areas, integrated transportation systems?"

Answer: The first step, the establishment of a systems analysis program in-
volving all elements of transportation, has already been taken by DOT. Its
Office of Systems Analysis, under the direction of the Assistant Secretary for
Policy Development, is responsible for analyzing the characteristics, capabilities,
and limitations of alternative transportation systems, and comparing and recom-
mending transportation systems to meet national transportation requirements.

Coordination of the Department's transportation programs is accomplished
within the Office of the Secretary. The Office of the Secretary is organized
along functional lines, each major function being headed by an Assistant Secre.
tary. These Assistant Secretaries are charged with coordinating across the modal
lines represented by the various administrations of the Department. Thus, a par-
ticular transportation policy or program issue Is reviewed within the Office of
the Secretary from a total transportation viewpoint, not from the viewpoint of
a single mode such as highways, aviation, or rail.

In connection with the transfer of the urban mass transportation program,
the existing coordinative mechanisms are being reexamined to assure their con.
tinued adequacy. While there may be a need to make some adjustments, no major
reorganization is anticipated.

Mr. ERLNIBOiIN. What steps will the Secretary of Transportation
take to insure that the transfer of the urban mass transportation pro-
gram will bring about a coordination of all transportation programs
so as to permit the establishment of a balanced Federal transportation
program and, within each of our metropolitan areas, integrated
transportation systems? t
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Mr. Bovy. I will be glad to elaborate on this with a written answer;
but, I would say we are presently involved in tile first. step which is asystems analysis program involf'ng all of the Federal transportation

programs. Our basic structure, as Imentioned earlier, in the Office of
Secretary is along functional lines. For that reason, we thillk we have
already the basic mechanism for coordination among the different
modes which is necessary to a balanced and integrated tranisJ)ortatioll
system.

We are continuing to examine the relationship of urban mass transit
within the Office of Secretary structure: and, while it may be that we
need to make some shift of responsibility, I don't see, you s,, anything
major .

Mr. BL.ATN IK. Mr. Edwards.
M r. Emwa)As. Thank you. M'. ("Iairinan. I lhve got on ny white

hat today, too. It is good to have you gentlemen here. I have just a few
questions that perhaps will clear up tle record a little better.

As I understand it, the applications for funds or grants for mass
transportation will Ibe made to the Department of Tra inslortat in.

Mr. Boy. Yes, sir.
Mr. EwJmIs. Apd the Departneit of T'rantsIortation will not tt

until it, has a certification from 1H1) that the planl is alpprol)riate.
Mr. Boy-). That it is rehlted to a1 conlI)relteltsive urban plan.
Mr. EDW.ims. If it is, then DOT will proceed further ?
M[r. BoI). Yes, sir-. I should say thiat ill Oll0' niemoraniduni of 1Il(1er'-

standing we have already made it elear on both sides that we will keep
1111) advised, even on the project, al)llications, of just, what is inl-
vol ved.

Mr. Eoiwmmus. You will have coillterl'arls ini both 1)epa'rtnents ill
continuing comimunieatins .. oil all applications aid activities as a itmat-
ter of fact, won't you?

Mr. BOYD. Yes, sir.
Mr. EiWm ,,s. This, then, will meet the requirements set. out by M1r.

HTughes that we not, require these (ities to look to two agencies or two
departments or more than two in this particular field?

Mfr. BoYo. That is correct.
Mr. EDWAuDS. The problem I experience is that all these kinds of

things look good on paper but when the local commune ity starts mak-
ing its applicatio-in my case they go up through Atlanta-delav
seems to be the name of tIe game. I am wondering if this is going to
materially change that situation?

Mr. BoyD. Without knowing of the specific situation to which you
advert., I can't give you an answer.

We are doing oir l)est in both I)epartmenis to act. on apl ieation|s
in an expedited manner. It is very, ver'v hard to discuss this in the
abstract. It is easy to go back on a specific application.

Mr. En~wiUDs. I understand that, and I am not trying to get you too
specific. The problem, at s I see it, is we hold out. to tle cities ou r arms
wide open, we are going to help you, and IJUD is a primary agency
that deals with the cities in our areas across the country, and in many
cases it is hard to sell some of these Federal )rograns in any pairt
of the country, so the city administrations get up their nerve and they
)roceed with one of these things only to get to Atlanta and run into

I)rick walls of varying degrees of thiiekness. I am just wondering if
there is any way to speed up that end of it.



Mfr. I hIrlIE. I have tw.o 'omllfiltsq 'Mr. ElWardls.
First, as Secretar'y Boydl indicated, we are, at, Priesidentmal direction,

making a kind of anl acro-ss-the-boari'l effort to reduce applicaitioni
prove~.s *In time wherever' we call 111d )IItcilr i some of these

agm~iels Aat tire dealing with thle copexrblm that, we tre talk-
ingo a1bouit. Thait, effort. has lbeen smccessfi 1.

Ican furnish somet evidcetC of that.-suievess for' tilt) revor(1, if you
wouldl like~. Whether~i it. meets yOmir 5)eeii lproblemt or not1, is specula1-
twe. But, we are certainly aware ot thle geiteral prol)biti S0tlIC-
thl it is lbeiig donle ind n(l Fl'ss is bllig lut1ldLe with Or witholit thle
1man1sfem. ]lit, there is anlit mate fatf here thlamt is rather ut)imiitnt,

andl~ that is tile fact, tht these tire vt.'iv('mle matters.
Uribain planningf is complex I)I'O('ss, 1111d timle is part, of Chat jroe-

('55. Notwithtstand~ing these comlehIxities, we are intnagig to 81)(11l(l it
fair amlounlt of mone11Y thalt, is, gr-ants are being ma(le'with relatively
reasmnalble I imle limfis and (I islbursenlts aire taking ]line..

I think it, would ble un fair to look to thle D~epartment of T1ranisporta-
ion ats really working toward it 1o-(hy schedule onl some of these
things or for: that matter, perhaps. it 10-month scedumble.

Mr. Fnwlmmms. I think thle problem is, its one of youl gentlemen said
earlier', tilhe cities' plait, and~ yet, thlt cit h's learn i thi great dlisiy
(1arl1y ill thle gaime t hat. generally wimatevet'. theoy planI is not. accCIptlblel,.

S;o ill thle hnlah 11nilysis, it Iiu'mmis Out to lhe thle, Fedclral G1oteriment's
1)1 ill.

Air. BI1-1). If I may sayN, sit', onle of thle problems gets back to what.
Sam is talking adiont oil iln1bti i 1111)ing. It is it veriy ('mllex lisilless
:1101, iln)fortunalitelyt there appetirs to be a shlortagre of peolhle inl this
('outnt'ry whof havoc the training to do uI'han p)lanmlling. Th'lere is at lot, of
it hlin (lne, bit, web are desp~erately shorthanded inl this ill'oi. Part,
of the problem from sonme of the tllitgks 1 haveseen inl my OWi) Depart-
mtent is that we get. a plliention.s from people who hav'eift even recad tile
regulations to hiid~ tile criteria th~ey have to comply with. 1hese come
directlyy from thle statutes. It is no;t really at nmater of Saying this is

goag to be the Federal G overnmen t's 41111, except, inl th msens that
congresss has enflcte( lows which set. forth various ('ritet'it andl we

illenllelt their through 'egillations.
IAm' m)vIIr . It, is thle imlplelentationl with which I am concerned.
Mfr. W'otw. I would have two Observations to make to put, into pre-

sIpective the relationships hetweemi thle cities and the States andI the
Federal Government. right now.

()ne of thle things tha-t astoniishied me wh'len I came oil hoard a little
Over 2 years ago w-i.was only 29 months ago-that 14171),.4 trece-
Cessor agencyv had it short; time before found itself inl thme Position inl
which tile &mandl from the cities for urban renewal fuind wits less
timmi thme available twprol)iation tat. that, time. Yet, at this timle) wo sit
with well over $1.b bifIlion backlog il turbatn renewal, with the Sum evenly
larger thian that ill our community facilities4 programs and with a
general situation inl which even though we have requested an increased
in our budget of about 630 Ipercent against clear community demand we
aire behind.

So thle load has come uip, and, I think we all have to recognize that
the last 2 years hats been the coming of ageo in Public and plitumal reC0g-
nition of the needs of our communities. We are ill that transition
pe)il'o.



Lop)efully, you could make a case that over and beyond tle in-
creased counterpart ca)abilitv that Secretary Boyd talked about, com.
munities getting familiar with minimal sttutory requirements, the
next few years are going to see us l)roceed as ihese programs and
processes get, more familiar in a better way.

One of the l)rol)lems I have observed in the transportation area has
been, of course, that frequently these p rojects are approved by the
local government which tentatively arrives at agreements and, then
disinterest and opposition and disagreement occur at the local level.

Perhaps by now developing a process of collaboration where the
planning is ftted together earlier and the process of review and (e-
liberation begins earlier we will )e able to have a smoother course.That is at least one of the underlying l)remises of our arrangements.

Mr. EULrENIOIN.. Will the gentleman yield for just a moment?
Mr. EDw, Ms. Yes.
Mr. EltLENI1ORN. Right, in line with your questioning, it reminded

me of one of the experiences we had in one of the cities in my district
which had an opportunity to purchase an existing golf course whieh
was on the market to be sold for development as a housing area, a new
subdivision, and the city felt that it was more desirable to keel) the
open s)ace.

Apparently at, the time they made the application it was the policy
of IIUI) to grant funds for this purpose. After they entered into tl;e
contract to purchase the golf course and made their application. the
policy of HUD apparently changed and the funds could be used only
to acquire space to develop) as golf courses but not to purchase already
existing golf courses.

So, they found themselves with a commitment. They lost a good deal
of money. I think the golf course has since been sold and will now be
develol)(ld for a new subdivision. It. is this sort of thing that is rather
disconcerting to the cities.

Mr. WooD. They have spoken to me on several occasions.
Mr. ERLENBORN,. I think so.
Mr. BoYD. May I say this, Mr. Edwards, one of the things that we

have done in the Department of Transportation, and it is probably
being done in others, too, is to establish in our Office of Public Affairs
an Office of State and Community Liaison.

Mr. WooD. We have that.
Mr. BoYm. We have about a third of the people we thought we needed

going arou:ld personally making contact with Governors, mayors,
county commissioners, and so forth to advise them on what the' De-
partment s programs are, and to trt to sort of "mother hen" the ap-
plications they hkeve coming to the departmentt of Transportation.

So we have a direct line of communication. When something gets
snagged, they are suI'pose to be able to pick it up.

Mr. EDVWADS. Let ine go back to a few more specifics on the plan
itself.

The plan reserves to the Secretary of HUD the authority to make
grants and undertake projects under section 1605 (a) having to do with
research, development, and demonstration projects, and 1607(a),
technical study, and 1607(c), research and training in institutions of
higher learning, where thewe grants or projects concern transportation
planning.
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I wonder if the Secretary of the Department of Transportation
ought not to be consulted on these types of grants as a better means
of coordinating the transportation with urban development.

Mr. Boi-o. We are in complete accord with this reservation, and we
expect to be consulted.

One of the things we will work out in our memorandum of under-
standing is exactly how we keep this flow of information going back
and forth between the two Departments. We haven't got that orga-
nizational aspect tied down yet, but we fully expect, and we under-
stand, that we will be fully informed of all the activities of HUD in
this area, just as we expect to keep them informed of all of the activi-
ties of transportation which impinge in any way on the urban society.

Mr. EDWARDS. So, you are aware of this and you are looking to this
problem in your memorandum of understanding?

Mr. BoYD. Yes, sir.
Mr. EDWARDS. Would the same be true of that part of section 1605

(b) where the Secretary of Transportation is given the authority to
undertake research and development, demonstration projects relating
to urban transportation that will carry people and goods within metro-
politan areas without polluting the air and in a manner that will con-
tribute to sound city planning?

I presume that you will also work together on that then?
Mr. BomD. I think, if I may say in one fairly short sentence, we

have a complete agreement and meeting of the Aiinds that our func-
tions are complementary and not competitive, and we expect to pro-
ceed on that basis.

Mr. EDWARDS. I think that is a resonable way to do it. I think we
ought to agree you can't write everything into the original plan.

Under the Demonstration Cities Act HUD can grant funds to cities
to plan and develop and carry out comprehensive demonstration and
development programs including transportation facilities.

How will this be administered after the reorganization?
Mr. WOOD. Essentially, the progress we established that was for the

model cities program has been one of the collaboration among the
agencies involved, the Federal agencies involved from the beginning.
Plans developed by the cities or their model neighborhoods that have
components, grant programs or that have activities that fall under
the missions of other departments are immediately referred to those
departments for review.

Interagency coordinating arrangements have been, I think for over
ar, in effect here. We expect that any aspect or component of a

model city plan that bears on the responsibilities of DOT, if it is
part of the supplemental funds, it doesn't require financing by them
for information and reaction; if it is part of an agency's funds, that
will require assistance on their part, for their funding.

Mr. EDWARDS. Pursuant to the summary of TIUD and DOT posi-
tions on major reorganization plan issues, ihat was dated February 19,
I believe, the Department of Transportation apparently intends to
grant to the Housing and Urban Development Department the au-
thlority to pass on the adequacy of highway planning.

It also appears that HUD's recommendations will be considered by
DOT as a formal step in determining whether highway projects are
needed or essential to carry out a unified and coordinated transporta-



tion system as a comprehensively planned urban and development
pro 'am,hat legal authority exists for conferring this authority on Hous-

ing and Urban Development?
fr. Huomms. You are talking of the report, the February 19 report?

Mr. EDWARDS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIuoIms. There are a variety of potential sources of authority,

Mr. Edwards..
First of all, the Department of Housing and Urban Development

does have comprehensive planning and plan approval authority, and
the authority to make grants for these purposes.

There also is the possibility within the framework of that statute
and the existing Department f Transportation autltorities to do busi-
ness with other agencies and for that matter with priv ate entities, the
possibility of contractual arrangements or delegation, reimbumible
or otherwise, between the two agencies.

It seems to, me the basic authority iwolved here is that statutory
authority which IIUD has under broade' statutes, not' under urban
mass transit, and, therefore, it is not related to this plan per, se. Rather,
it is basic authority for the development of. comprehensive urban plans
and for rendering assistanice to communities to achieve those results.

Mr. Boym. There are ,provisions ,in -section 204 of the Model Cit 4ies
Act and also section 134 of the Model 4igltway Act, whil require
coordination in these areas.

Mr. BM,,TNIK. There is still going to he a problem isn't it, M'. Secre-
tary or Mr. Hughes? It is not clear how you would coordinate mass
transit with your urban and highway department which is tied in with
the Statelighway plans. , . , ,

Youhave a continuing plannl 0ng program on the State highway pro-
gram; don't you, Mr. Secretary?

Mr. BoYD. Yes, sir.
Mr. BIATNIK. But you don't have a continuing program of planning

on your mass transit r turban highways;, do you ?,
Mr. YtWTmGs. The Urban Mass Transportation Act itself does pro-

vide and require the development of plans which properly integrate
urban mass transportation with other urban transportatioi. That au,
thority would go under the terms of the plan, to the Secretary of
Transportation.

Mr. BLATNIC. Who makes the final 'determination at what point
these urban plans will be initiated or readied? Can they take their
own sweet time about it even though the State highway department is
waiting ?

Mr. fihUGHEs. The Secretary of Transportation would make the final
determination after consultation with the Secretary of tIUD and in
accordance with general criteria that were jointly developed. But the
Secretary of Transportation would be the decider.

Mr. WooD. The coordination between the general planning and the
transportation planning is a role that would be precedent to individual
projects and in the ones Mr. Hughes has indicated we have generalized
authority as well as those that Secretary Bqyd specified.

Mr. BoY. Under section 134 of the 'Federal Thghway Act, all cities
of 50,000 or over are required, after July 1, 1965, to have a continuing
comprehensive transportation planning process in order to qualify'for



Federal aid to highway projects. I believe there are 230-odd cities in
t lie country who come under that category. All of them have, or are in
tie process of establishing, that compre hensive transportation plan-
ning structure which LU will look at in terms of how it relates to
comprehensive community planning.

Mr. BJSATNIK. My fear issort of dfiterent. I am a little different from
the gentleman from New York.

There are some decisions that have to be made in the urborn plan-
niug area which could impede and hold up mass transit and highway
prograins together. You woulh still be the final determining agency
wilich shlouldefinitely have a voice. I I C"

In other words, my question is not at all doubting the intent or the
good will but the mechanism which you are going to run up vertically
through channels, horizontally at the top, and then several ranges
of horizontal and vertical lines of communications on the State and
the municipal level.

You can have a plug, you know, and you have to have soma kind
of Roto-Rooter systein, some guarantee that you can unplug one of
these channels at'some point so you can ha\'e this free flow back and
forth. ... .. ,

Mr. Ihfoiii s. I think some comination of the Secretary of Trans-

portation. with the local coinmunity,'lerliaps with some special interest
by some friendly Member of. congress would be tHie Roto-Rooter' tlat
you have described.

Mr. BLATNIK. It has been happening here all the time. i was think-
ing back 8 years ago when mass transit should have been operative
here; how mass transit should have been integrated and coordina ed
with the whole highway system, the beltline, inner and outer lopplus
land use development programs. But there was the nature of the
municipal goverpmnent, *,. s. i.d

Mr. HUOtIEs. I think that. problem remains.I tlik the plan su
help the problem in that it does centralize the transportation part of
tile planning il the Seeretary. t B ." " L

It is easier to focus ol on, department than two. But there will -
main the local problem wlich is the one you are talking about in th e
District of Columbia, the local problem of deciding where the highn-
ways ought to go and the relationship between highways, mass transit,
and other forms of transit and other urban systems.

Mr. BOY . Mr. Wood just commented a few ilnutes ago t!hat it is
oidy very reveitly that. tlere is a general al)l)reeintialon of what the
1I)blenis of the cities are. I tliink that. we are reaching the stage w ere,
(Wle to the Federal piogiauins to at consideralde extent, and due to cir-
cum'tstances to a consideral)le extent, more and more people, and more
alld more officials are beginning to appreciate that you cannot deal with
one of these systems ill isolation.

Mr. BIxrMIn. Rifht. . p
Mr. llOYD. Tis think is going to help speed up the whole process

because we are getting closer to beingon the same ft uency. T.e Fed-
eral Government has really been ahead of city planning generally., al-
though this is not trute in some particular cities.-But by and large there
has been an appreciation at the Federal level before it came to the
local level.



Now I think the local people are leginling to appreciate that these
are all tied together and they have got to conic forward together for
Federal assistance.

Mr. EDWnARDS. You gentlemen, then, are clear in your own minds that
this transfer will clear up a lot of the problems. While some things
seem to be hazy to us as to how it is going to work, you and your staffs
are working to iron out these areas right now, and you are convinced
that by the time the plan goes into effect that everything will be clearly
drawn and the community will know who to go to and this information
will be transmitted to the communities?

Mr. BomD. Yes, sir. I don't think any of us mean to imply that every-
body is going to live happily ever after, because this is a very com-
plicated business.

Mr. EDWARDS. I never saw a Federal program yet where everybody
lived happily ever after.

Mr. BoYD. We will have a clear-cut idea of how we are going to
handle the thing. As we go into it, we will obviously have to keep it
under review, so that when we find that there are things which neither
of us have considered, or where circumstances develo) differently thani
we thought they would, we will have to change. But we will be pre-
pared to do that.

Mr. EDWARDS. What I am looking for is a program that will work
without the need for, as Mr. Hughes said, your friendly Congressmen
to get into the act. Many times we are brought into the act because of
the great frustration of our local communities in trying to unravel
some of these things. I hope you fellows are headed in that direction.

Mr. Bomv. One of the basic problems is that, for the foreseeable
future, we are going to be in exactly the same position with mass trans-
portation as we are with so many other programs. rhie need will far
exceed the supply of money, and part of thie frustration will undoubt-
edly come about because when you get into this area any department
has got difficulty trying to figure out how to establish a level of priori-
ties. It might be that first come, first serve is the way to do it, althloughi
that is a very arbitrary approach and it may not have anything to (1o
with the requirements.

Mr. WooD. Quite frankly, with respect to Mr. Erlenborn's comment
about the golf course, a community caught in midstream we could
have either acted on a first-come-first-served basis which would have
backed up the pipeline, or we bad to make judgments on priorities.
* We made the judgments on priorities. We hope to be both respon-

sive in communicating this, Mr. Edwards, and being able to perform
better on our part by a systematic effort of decentralization. We in
TIUD have been engaged in this for 2 years to make sure that Atanta
can sign off faster oil more projects and that review will be minimized
here in Washington. That carries some built-in concerns with it.

We have to be able to oversee on a general policy basis our regional
offices. But I think this may be another part of the answer.

Mr. EDWAnDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BLATNIK. Mr. Reuss.
Mr. Rruss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, I am concerned particularly in the Reorganization Plan

No. 2 with section 3 of the act, to amend the Urban Mass Transporta-



tion Act of 1964 known as Public Law 89-562, which became law on
September 8, 1966. That section which I shall read, reads as follows:

The Secretary-
And this meant the Secretary of HUD-

shall, in consultation with the Secretary of Commerce, undertake a project to
study and prepare a program of research, development, and demonstration of new
systems of urban transportation that will carry people and goods within metro-
politan areas speedily, safely, without polluting the air, and in a manner that will
contribute to sound city planning. The program shall (1) concern itself with all
aspects of new systems of urban transportation for metropolitan areas of various
sizes, including technological, financial, economic, governmental, and social as-
pects; (2) take into account the most advanced available technologies and mate-
rials; and (3) provide national leadership to efforts of states, localities, private
industry, universities, and foundations. The Secretary shall report his findings
and recommendations to the President, for submission to the Congress, as rapidly
as possible and In any event not later than eighteen months after the effective
(late of this subsection.

M[r. REuss. Under leorgaimization Plan No. 2, would all of the
sections I have just read be transferred from HUD, where it is now, to
DOT ? Perhaps Secretary Boyd can answer that.

Mr. BOYD. We have a split in section 6, Mr. Rleuss.
Mr. REUSs. The section which I have just read is section 6(a) of the

Urban Transportation Act of 1964, as amended. I beg your pardon, it
is subsection 6(b).

Mr. Boyi. '1 he study itself I believe has approached completion. It
should be submitted fairly soon to the Congress as required.

Mr. REuss. In fact, it should have been submitted on April 8,1968,
should it not? Isn't that 18 months after September? Or is it March 8,
1968? What about that,, Mr. Wood?

1[r. Woo). I)n not sure of exactly the time. I do know, Mr. Reuss,
that it is in effect completed. The submission, of course, to the Con-
gress, involves a process of Presidential and Executive Office review.
I believe it is at that stage of completion.

Mr. REuss. The language of the statute says, "The Secretary shal
report his findings and recomendations to the President." Has he done
thatI

Mr. WOOD. He has.
Mr. REuss. When?
Mr. WOOD. Within the last month is my recollection. I can get the

specific date for you.
Mr. REuss. May I have a copy of those findings and recommenda-

tions?
Mr. WOOD. I'm sure you can within the process, Mr. Reuss. I think

the statute requires our submission to the President for subsequent
submission to the Congress. That is not within my department.

Mr. R-Euss. However, it was not intended by the Congress that the
findings and recommendations of the Secretary of HM should be
secret.

Mir. WOOD. Of course not, and there is no intention for that.
Mr. REuss. Therefore, may I have a copy ?
Mr. WOOD. I'm sure you can.
Mr. BoYD. My impion is it is just a matter of clearance in the

executive branch.
Mr. REuss. I recognize there are two phases. The Secretary has to

report to the President, and what the President does depends on the



Bureau of the Budget and a lot of other things. Certainly, the whole
world might know what the Secretary told the Presdient. Is there any
reason why I can't have that right away I

Mr. WooN. I SimplV would say there is no reason of substance.
There is the process of established Executive Office review.

M'. Hiuntas. I don't know where it is, Mr. Reuss. We will see what.
the status of the plan is, and I'll do my best to deliver you a copy of
the plan soon, very soon.

Mr. Russ. Congress didn't say the Secretary shall report his find-
iIgs and recommendations and they shall be kept secret until such
time as the Bureau of the Budget or the CIA or somebody else tells it
to make it public. It, said, "The Secretary shall report his 'findings and
recommendations to the President."

The whole statute was written so that the public might find out what
the findings and recommendations were.

Mr. Woo. I would say, if I could speak-I will separate the re-
sl nsibilities of the executive branch, I will assign to that Mrt.
Ithes-but if I could spealc for the Secretary on this, our firm
desire within established executive branch practice, is to have a timely
and widespread announcement and an appropriate submission of this
report. W.e happen to Ie quite proud of the report. We believe it will
have major consequences for future development and for the mutual
concerns of both agencies.

So, the question is really the Presidential Office's clerk, not the
Presidential Office's policyimking, which we are involved in here.

Mr. REUss. When you said, Mr. Hugheis, "I might have it soon,"
did you mean that in the George and Ira Gershwin sense, "Maybe not
tomorrow, but soon ?" How soon is soon?

Mr. HoumES. I cannot tell you definitely. I don't know the status
of the plan. I have not seen it myself. I will try to find out what the
review status is. The statute says Secretary to the President and the
President to the Congress, as I would read it, and I simply don't
know what the status of presidential review of the document is. We
are late in terms of the deadline set in the law, and I will ascertain
the status and I will be in touch with you before the afternoon is over
and tell you what the status is and what the schedule would be on
which you could expect to receive the report.

Mr. 'Rpuss. Lot me say right now, though, that I know a little bit
about this statute since I wrote it, and neither I nor I'm sure the
Congress-it was fully debated-intended that this report should be
secret until such future time as the President may wish to formulate
a program based upon it. That may, unfortunately, be many months.
Meanwhile, we wanted to see the work product of the Secretary of
HUD. Isn't that so, Mr. Wood?

Mr. WOOD. I think so.
Mr. TIuonms. I think the statute is quite clear, and there is no inten-

tion that I know of to deal otherwise with the report.
Mr. REUSS. Back to the question of who would implement section

6(b), is that set forth in the document "Summary of HUD and DOT
positions on Major Reorganization Plan Issues" which is before the
subcommittee?

Mr. BoYD. Yes, sir. That is the February 19 document?
Mr. Rp&ss. Yes.
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Mr. BoYm. Yes sir; page 7, section H generally covers it. The most
relevant part I thiink is that HUD willbe concerned especially with
(1) those portions of the program designed to reveal or evaluate the
impact of transportation on urban areas and to delineate those gen-
eral characteristics of transportation systems expected to have an im-
portant impact on the urban environment; and DOT, with (2) those
portions which deal with component, subsystem and system develop-
ment, engineering, and testing. This will normally mean that DOT
Will have Irimary responsibility in the area of "internal systems and
prograin effects and requirements," JIUD having primary responsi.-
bility in the area of "external personal anti community effects andrequi'ements."

Mr. R uss. I'm sure you can reassure me on one doubt I have about
the plan which relates to what you just discussed. When Congress
enacted on September 8, 1966, the section 6(b) which we are talking
about, it wanted to centralize responsibility in one man in the adminis-
tration below the President for coming forward with a program for
whole new systems of transportation to get out of the ruts that we
have been in for so long, and the idea was to take off from the ex-
periences with the Manhattan district project on atomic energy during
World War I and the space program.

Can you give me some reassurance that this reorganization plati
won't depart from that intention of Congress and that the goal of
section 6(b) will be vigorously Iursued and by whom?

Mr. Bonm. Mr. Reuss, to use a phrase used by one of your colleagues
this morning, the Department of Transportation has a commitment
to carrying this research program through with all the resources that
are made available to it; and, in that connection, I can assure you that
the Department will make every effort to obtain all the resources which
the report will recommend be made available.

Mr. REvuss. I am delighted to hear that, and it, reassures me.
Let's look, as we always must in these reorganization plans, to De-

partments of DOT and HUD headed by different people than those
who now head them, and let's suppose in the future a situation where
HUD didn't do its part of the total research and development job
under the guidelines that you have just read. What would prevent the
program from languishing

Mr. BoYD. The program to which I referred is a program for new
systems for the future. That program will be carried on by the Depart-
ment of Transportation regardless of whether or not HUD involves
itself in studies. The research activities of HID have to do primarily
with the impact of these systems.

Mr. RF.uss. Yes, but that is an esential part, of the new approach.
Mr. BoYD. I agree with you.
Mr. REuss. You have to combine hardware and sociology, and in

essence you are given the hardware, HUD is kept in possession of the
sociology.

I have had your assurance that you will vigorously pursue your
part, which is very gratifying to me,

Without any reflection whatsoever on HUD-and I believe HIUD
has done a magnificent job ih its 18 monthson the program-without
any criticism at all of HUD, but based on a hypothetical future situa-
tion in which HUD doe.in't dots sociology, I foresee some difficulties,
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You just can't have a hardware approach. You are the first, I am sure,
to recognize that you need both hardware and sociology.

M1r. BOYD. That is quite true. But I think we should look at it in this
context, Mr. Ruess. We are talking about new systems, say, new hard-
ware systems. It is going to be extremely difficult for HU) to do a job
on impact until it knows what the system characteristics are. We have
to develop first of all the technical feasibility of a new system as well as
the economic feasibility before HUD can say this is what it really
means to the city.

Mr. RFuss. I would hope you can do them in tandem and simul-
taneously.

Mr. WooD. If I can interject on the tandem point, I put a small foot.
note on your distinction between hardware and sociology. As a former
political scientist, I would hate to be restricted just to sociology.

Mr. REuss. Let's say the social sciences.
Mr. WOOD. Also, very possibly in the impact area you are going to

have some hardware connotations. There are other hardware systems
that you can see meshing. There are some software considerations that
I am sure DOT would want to examine.

I think the important point is with our general mission of urban
development and our general charge, as Mr. Rosenthal indicated ear-
lier, of better community environment and better urban life, it is in-
conceivable that we don't be eager to work in tandem on a new system
of transportation that have so much impact.

Again, our only limitations will be the limitations of our resources
which, as I stated earlier, I think we have to expand.

Mr. REuss. I think this matter can be cleared up to my satisfaction
with a couple more questions and answers.

I am sure you see, Mr. Secretary, what I am driving at. I wouldn't
want a situation where some years from now and with new personnel
in both Departments, Congress feels that it hasn't gotten the kind of
dynamic program that it looked for and it needs then to fix responsi-
bility, and I wouldn't want a situation where the then Secretary of
Defense could say we did our best but because HUD dragged its feet
in the social science aspects that we are left with it, we haven't been
able to get to the moon or to split the atom. Obviously Congress set up
this statute because it did want to centralize responsibilities.

I will come to my question. If a situation should develop whereby
HUD is in any way lagging either in timing or in quality on its part
of the total program envisaged by section 6(b), would you undertake
to inform the President and the Congress, assuming that you are still
in the position at that time, so that we can consider other arrange-
mentsI

Mr. BOYD. I agree with Mr. Wood that this is inconceivable, but I
can certainly assure you that where I have been unhappy with my
colleagues in the past I have not been unwilling to discuss the matter
with the responsible people in the executive branch of the Govern-
ment.

Mr. REuss. That is at least partially reassuring. Would you in this
particular situation also be willing to discuss the matter with the
relevant committees of Congress which I think would be the Govern-
ment Operations Committee and whatever legislative committee is
assigned to this? At present it is Banking and Currency.
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want- to come up and complain, that is one thing.

Mr. RFuss. The chairman and the ranking majority member.
Mr. BOYD. I call assure you that if I testify before a coigressiolal

committee I will try to do it honestly and express my views ill the
most forthright fashion I know how.

Mr. REuss. I know you would, but my question was would you tin-
dertake to inform the chairman and the ranking majority member of
the two relevant committees of Congress if Congress' intent in the
event is not being realized by reason of this splitting of the functions
of the two?

Mr. BOYD. If that situation should occur, I would talk to the Secre-
tary of HUD and tell him of my unhappiness. If that did not lead to
any results I would go to see the President and tell him of my unhalp-
piness. If I felt sufficiently strong about it, I would submit my letter
of resignation to the President and then come and talk to the chair-
men of the committees.

Mr. EDWARDS. I am sure the gentleman understands that that par-
ticular section gives the Secretary of the Department of Transporta-
tion the sole authority in this field. We talked about this I believe
before the gentleman came in, and IUD is involved in it to the extent
they will cooperate with the Department of Transportation.

As I understand it, the Secretary of the Department of Transporta-
tion has the sole authority, and it is not a matter of him looking to the
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to do anything.

Mr. BOYD. This really gets off oni to the question of what is the effect.
on the community of a particular system. For example, it is obvious
that there will be a different kind of effect on a community if we are
able to develop a vacuum tube system which operates under the ground
rather than a monorail system which operates above ground. This is
an area where Housing and Urban Development would have a respon-
sibility to try to calculate that effect.

Mr. EDWARDS. But operating directly under you, as I understand
the transfer of the authority?

Mr. BoYD. No, they would not be operating under us. This would
be sort of a Plessy versus Ferguson, separate but equal operation.

Mr. EDWARDS. That doesn't work any more?
Mr. BOYD. It works in some cases. Just some don't seem to be satis-

factory.
Mr. Rr.uss. I thank the gentleman from Alabama. I gathered that

there was a degree of jointness here by reason of the reading of the
February 19, 1968, document.

Mr. Bo-D. I think that is set forth on page 7.
Mr. REuss. I am satisfied, gentlemen, with the answer that Secretary

Boyd has just, given me to alleviate my fear that what's everybody s
business would be nobody's business. It is quite clear from ihe
colloquy-and I'm going to ask Mr. Hughes and Mr. Wood whether
they agree--that the Department of Transportation understands itself
as being primarily responsible for the implementation of section 6(b)
to the extent that a joint responsibility is left in HUD. Secretary
Boyd has indicated that he would take it as a DOT concern that HUD
exercise satisfactorily its discharge of that joint responsibility. So, in
essence, Congress can look to the Department of Transportation just
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as, prior to this reorganization plan, it loked to HUD as the unified
single source of responsibility. Is that a fair statement?

Mr. BoYm. Yes, sir; I think so. I think it is also a two-way street. I
would expect HUD to manifest a concern.

Mr. REuss. May I ask Mr. Hughes and Mr. Wood whether they
agree or if there is anything that they disagree with in this colloquy?

Mr. HUGIES. I certainly have no difficulty with your formulation
of the proposition, Mr. Reuss, and I would only add to it that we in
the Bureau of the Budget have a responsibility here to keep the two
portions of the executive branch in step with one another.

Mr. WooD. I would simply add, Mr. Reuss, not only my concurrence
with these general agreements my belief that any future Secretary or
Under Secretary of HUD who found DOT not performing in its
judgment effectively in terms of its part of these responsibilities would
have the same obligation as Secretary Boyd outlined to assure that a
genesis team developed, and then on 'the basis of the February 19
document--we understand we do have the responsibility of the impact
studies-we will take them seriously.

Mr. RETuJ. Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. Secretary Boyd, there was one response that you

gave to Mr. Reuss that perplexes me somewhat. You said that your
Department would be responsible for developing the hardware and
the scientific and technological advances for urban mass transit or
transportation, and you would rely on UUD for developing the social
need criteria, et cetera. Why is it that HUD or some agencies within
the Federal Government can't deliver to you the requirements of urban
transportation needs I They tell us these are the things that need to
be developed; then, you go out and develop the hardware rather than
developing the hardware and impressing those on the needs of thecity...fr. BoYD. I don't look at this as pressing anything on the cities.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Impressing was the word.
Mr. Boin-. Impressing. First of all, I want to get back to what I

think is basic, Mr. Rosenthal, and that is the cities are different. Man-
hattan can't use the same kind of transportation system that Kansas
City 1> using. I- believe that, I may be wrong, but just by way of ex-
ampl-, Certainly, if any city can come up and say these are our re-
quireiiients, then, we can try to tailor something to their requirements.
Idoui 11 seriously that any city today is in a position to say "these are
our requirements," because they don't know what is within the realm
of technical feasibility. It is more than a matter of technical feasi-
bileity I take it that our society can build anything. As Mr. Reuss said,
wo de .voaped the atomic boml and we have been able to put a man in
spacc I d.ink, given the resources, we can build anything.

The question really is.going to get down to how much money is
going to be made available to build a system and will that comport
with what the city says it wants.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Which comes first, developing a system to meet
those needs or independently developing a system and then finding
out which cities can use it?

Mr. BoY). I don't think there is anyhing independent about it, Mr.
Rosenthal, nothing. I was purely and simply using a manner of speech
when I said we would have to find out what the technical possibilities
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be that in time we will be able to develop a vacuum system. It may
well be that the vertical lift aircraft development will be such that it
can be a portion of the mass transportation requirements of the city.

It may well be that we can develop dual mode vehicles that will
operate from a person's garage to a track and a guideway, and things
of that nature.

These things have got to be worked out together. Certainly, if the
city decides that over here it wants to have a single-family dwelling
area on one acre plots of ground, you're not going to put a subway
system in there, because you don't have the population density to sup-
port a subway system. It all has to work together, but somebody has
to be able to tell the city these are the kinds of systems that can be
developed, at what cost, with what noise impact, with what air pol-
lution impact, with what vibration, and so forth.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Under the proposed plan, the St. Lawrence Sea-
way development is going to have the same status as urban transporta-
tion and development.

Mr. BomD. Not under the proposed plan. This was under the legis-
lation enacted last year. There was an insistence that it have the same
status as the other administration. That is part of the law.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Do you have any personal feelings as to whether
there should be any changes in the legislation ?

Mr. BoYD. We are not seeking any changes.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. Just one other question, Mr. Chairman. What is

happening with the high-speed train between Washington and New
York?

Mr. BoYD. Well, it is not going as fast as we thought it would.
Mr. EDWARDS. Do you mean the train or the project?
Mr. BoYD. The project. The train is. We have some technical prob-

lems. I had a meeting last week with the various people involved in
this, the car manufacturer and the component manufacturer, as well
as the railroad. We have a technical assessment underway at the mo-
ment. We think all of the problems have been identified, and if they
have, they are capable of fairly ready solution.

Mr. ROSENTHAL. When can we expect that kind of service?
Mr. BoYD. Well, I have been burned twice on my pronouncements,

but I think during the course of this year.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. Thank you, Mr. Ch airman.
Mr. BLATNr1. If there are no further questions, we thank you gentle-

men. The hearings on the Reorganization Plan No. 2 are concluded
and the meeting is adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 12:23 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.)





APPENDIX

U.S. CONFEVINoz OF MAYoRs,
Washington, D0. March 27, 1968.

Hon. WaLMAm L. DAWsON,
Chairman, Government Operations Committee,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.O.

DEAR Ms. CHAlMAN: This is in reference to the President's reorganization
plan transferring certain mass transportation functions from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development to the Department of Transportation.

As president of the U.S. Conference ot Mayors, an organization of Mayors
of the Nation's cities having populations greater than 30,000, I feel it's of primary
Importance of the Congress to understand the local governments' viewpoint on
this Important Federaftrogram.

We do not feel it appropriate to comment on the President's, departmental
assignment of Federal programs ee imperative to discuss pro-
gram direction and content. nsit systems are at t art of community de-
velop nent. The planning nd development of housing ar , industrial areas,
business districts and lic facilities depends upon accessible one to the other
as Well as to all other areas of the city. Key to Is, mass trans

The consequence this role Is tha mass n acilties canno developed
in IsolationL Ifor specifically th a Ilite must tegrally de loped with
the remainder o the commu

It Is our ho , and wer etyour elp as on.app e the proposed eorganl-
zation to mak certain It is not I tended ote fra entation of com-
munity devel pment but be ry people of commune es and
complement her city functions.

If heari are held on this ma pectf r guest hat this le er be
made part te office -ccrd:

Thank yo for your ons rati n.
Since ely, JO BARR,

~Mayor of Pittsburgh,
Pifent U S. Conference of Ma t-8.

' \ NATIO* ' IATI0O or MOTORl a OWlet

W Ington .. , April 1968.
Hon. WILLIAM L. AWSON,
Chairman, House ommittte on men perat -

1ous8 of Represeft Ives,
Washinpton, .. .

l)AR MR. CHAIRMA .. The National Association of tor Bus Owners
(NAMIBO) favors the tran of urban mass trans ion programs to the
Secretary of Transportation, an d In Reor tion Plan No. 2 of 1968.

NAMBO Is the national trade associa o r the Intercity motorbus industry.
Its members Include Greyhound Lines, companies affiliated with the National
Trailways Itus System, and numerous carriers not affiliated with either system.
Collectively,'these carriers provide three-fourths of the Interqity motorbus trans-
portation In the United States. In addition to passengers and their baggage, they
transport a substantial volume of package express.

The problems of urban mass transportation are becoming progressively more
difficult to solve. These problems, in our opinion, are Inseparably connected with
the problems or regional and Intercity transportation. Consequently, It is not
realistic to assume that comprehensive plans.for the improvements of local, sub-
urban, Intercity, and regional transportation can be developed when Federal

(4 i) ,
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responsibility at the Cabinet level is divided on the basis of geography. As pointed
out in the message of the President transmitting Reorganization Plan No. 2 of
1968, an urban transportation system must: "Combine a basic system of efficient,
responsive mass transit with all other forms and systems of urban, regional, and
intercity transportation."

For example, one of the most promising ways to alleviate traffic congestion and
to shorten travel time is to provide unimpeded access by buses to and from the
centers of cities. This could be accomplished by making highway and freeway
lanes available for the exclusive or preferential use of buses. An exclusive or
preferential bus lane program obviously must be developed by the Department in
which the Federal Highway Administration is located and in relation to the
needs n suburban and intercity bus transportation.

In particular communities and regions, it will be necessary to compare the
inherent economic and service advantages of rail, bus, passenger car, and new
forms of transportation prior to making any large Federal investment. The De-
partment of Transportation's basic mission is to secure for taxpayers the greatest
possible return on Federal expenditures for the promotion of transportation. The
proposed transfer of urban mass transportation programs is essential if the De-
partment of Transportation is to accomplish its prime mission in the field of
passenger transportation.

For the reasons set forth above, NAMBO favors Reorganization Plan No. 2 of
1968. We respectfully urge the committee not to recommend favorable action on
and resolution of disapproval that may be Introduced.

Sincerely yours,
CHARLES A. WEBB, President.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES,
Washington, D.C., April 17,1968.

Ho.i. JOHN A. BLATNIK,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Executive and Legislative Reorganization, Com-

mittee on Government Operations.
DEAR CHAIRMAN BLATNIK: A balanced national transportation policy is ab-

solutely essential If our Nation Is to continue to maintain the economic growth
at anywhere near the rate we have experienced in the past. County government's
contribution to the mobility of this Nation, as is evidenced by over 2.5 million
miles of county built and maintained roads, hundreds of county airports, and a
variety of county-supported mass transit facilities, makes counties particularly
cognizant of the need for a balanced transportation program.

It Is with this background that our board of directors and our Committee on
Transportation meeting In Washington, D.C., January 22, 1968, unanimously
endorsed the concepts embodied in Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1968. The
adopted resolution reads as follows:

"Resolved, bearing in mind the rationale of Congress In creating the single
Department of Transportation, the National Association of Counties endorses
the proposed transfer of Federal mass transit assistance and demonstration
programs from the Department of Housing and Urban Development to the De-
partment of Transportation. The National Association of Counties further urges
that increased efforts be made so that transportation planning will be more
closely related to overall comprehensive planning in the metropolitan area."

I should like to request that this letter be made a part of the official hearings
on this proposal, and I should like to thank you in advance for your considera-
tion of this request.

Sincerely yours,
BERNARD F. HILLENBRAND,

Executive Director.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES,
Washington, D.C., April 17, 1968.

Hon. JOHN A. BLATNIK,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Executive and Legislative Reorganization, Rayburn

House Office Building, Washington, D.O.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN ILATNIK: The National League of Cities firmly endorses

Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1968 transferring primary responsibility for the
urban mass transit program from the Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to the Department of Transportation.
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In an article in the February 198 issue of our official publication, Nation's
Cities, Mayor J. D. Braman, Seattle, Wash., chairman of the National League of
Cities' Committee on Transportation, set out seven criteria for determination of
the logical and efficient Federal administrative Jurisdiction for the urban mass
transit program and a copy of Mayor Braman's article Is enclosed for the record.

These criteria were developed by the National League of Cities' Committee on
Transportation. We have judged the reorganization plan by these criteria. We
believe we can endorse the plan because the plan itself and preliminary policies
and procedures set forth by the two Departments can, we believe, achieve our
goals as stated by Mayor Braman.

h Sincerely,
AusE E. PRITOHARD, Jr.,
Assistant EBecutive Director.

iFrom the Nation's Cities, February 19681

URBAN 'fRANSPORTATION AT THE CROSS0ROADS--HARD DEcisioNs MUST BE MADE
IN WASHINGTON THIs YEAR

(By J. D. Braman)

The most casual scrutiny of our national goals raises the question of Just why
we, as a nation, choose to place our emphasis in one area as against another. A
comparison which comes to mind is the confidence with which we are moving
forward in our plans to land on another planet contrasted to our inability to
agree on Just how we should improve the quality of our urban environment.
Reconciling this difference in attitude poses one of the more difficult takks for
any mayor or urbanologist.

A decision that we will land a man on the moon is backed up by a tart;et date
and a programed budget. The fact that present technology is not capable of per-
forming the task is a matter of limited concern. The dollars, the manpower, the
creative genius is set in motion, and the obstacles are brushed aside one by one.

Compare this methodology with the attempts to solve social problems. Rather
than a planned long-range program with adequate resources backed by a will
to move mountains, we must be satisfied with government by crisis. When a
problem in the metropolitan areas reaches dramatic proportions, only then do
we act.

If crisis be the yardstick of action, the time has come for us to get moving
again. The metropolitan areas of the United States are approaching chaos in the
area of public transportation. A transportation system permitting expeditious
movement of people and goods is an absolute necessity for our urban centers.

In seeking solutions to our urban transportation problems, a balance must be
struck in use of the various modes of transportation that will allow each mode to
make its maximum contribution to the improvement of our urban environment.

Programs in the past gave only incidental support to the important role which
public mass transportation can play in a coordinated transportation program.
The Urban Mass Transit Act of 1964 gave form and direction to the Federal
Government's concern with the problem of how we develop a balanced transporta-
tion system for metropolitan areas. The Housing and Home Finance Administra-
tion was given responsibility for this program, properly recognizing the role of
public transportation in shaping urban developments.

When the Department of Housing and Urban Development was created, the
mass transit program was placed under the aegis of the Assistant Secretary for
Metropolitan Development. In the years this program has been operating, lack
of adequate appropriations has limited its national impact. The program has,
however, acted as a stimulus to many cities and It contains the hope of better
days ahead. Congress appropriated $125 million in fiscal 1968 for the total urban
mass transit program. By way of contrast, $4.4 billion will be made available
during the same period for highway construction from the highway trust fund.

The role of public mass transportation once again was reviewed by Congress
when It created the Department of Transportation in 1960. President Johnson, in
his 1966 message on transportation, requested that the Department of HUD and
DOT recommend to him the best procedures to achieve cooperation between the
respective Departments in their actions as they affect urban areas. In response,
Congress again demonstrated that it recognizes the role of mass transportation
as an element of urban development. When it created the Department of Trans-
portation, Congress narrowed the Presidential request by addressing itself to the
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specific problem as follows: "The Secretary [of the Department of Transporta-
tion] and the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development shall study and report
within 1 year after the effective date of this act to the President and the Congress
on a logical and efclclnt organization and location of the urban mass tronsporta-
tion functions in the execute branch." [Emphasis added.]

This report Is due by April 1968.
In the past, the focus of Federal programs has been entirely too narrow. Not

only have they been uncoordinated but at times they have actually worked against
each other and in the process have damaged or, In some cases, destroyed the
existing social fabric.

The National League of Cities recognizes the need to coordinate transportation
and other community programs. Its transportation policy states:

"In the development of all modes of transportation systems for service to the
Nation's urban areas it is imperative that due consideration be given in planning
1ind project Implementation to all urban problems Interrelated with transportation

development such as housing, education, welfare, and local financing. To this end,
nil Federal urban transportation programs must provide for consultation and
agreements with local officials on objectives, plans, and specific projects."

All programs which have as their purpose the movement of people and goods
into and through urban areas must be concerned at a minimum with the following
three objectives:

(1) A public transportation system must have as its primary purpose the
enhancement of the quality of urban environment.

(2) The particular characteristics of each urban region should determine
the transportation modes most appropriate for that area.

(3) Priority consideration should be given to the funding of a balanced
transportation system for urban areas.

Public transportation should be a land use planning tool to lie used In Improving
the quality of the environment.

The NLC transportation policy also provides:
"The Federal Government has developed programs of financial assistance for

highways, urban mass transportation, airlines, railroads, and waterways but
no overall national policy has been developed for dealing with transportation
as an integral and related system to be dealt with in coordinated and rational
manner. Many of our national transportation policies are contradictory and do
not allow for the impact of one form of transportation on another."

The Federal Government has not been completely remiss in recognizing this
problem. The 1962 Federal Aid Highway Act requires that each metropolitan
area of over 50,000 population develop a comprehensive transportation plan
This is a hopeful sign but falls far short of developing local capability for a
balanced transportation system.

Should you wonder why we are floundering In our transportation morass,
consider the following:

Development of a total urban system Is limited because the public transporta-
tion component depends on what has been, up until this point, a relatively minor
annual Federal appropriation in contrast to assured substantial Federal funds
for financing the highway program.

Use of highway funds for highway-related public transportation needs Is
severely restricted by law, notwithstanding the fact that they are actually an
adjunct of the highway system.

The Interstate System has done a magnificent Job of bringing automobiles into
urban areas. But only minimal attention has been paid to the congestion problem
which plagues every metropolitan area.

The allocation of Federal highway funds according to the classification of the
Interstate and the ABC programs has encouraged development of particular
classes of roads in urban areas without proper regard to needs or priorities.

The Transportation Committee of the National League of Cities presently
is developing a financing and administrative structure for coordinating urban
transportation program. Hopefully, our plan will eliminate biases inherent In
the varied financing approaches and administrative structures that typify present
Federal support for urban transportation.

The time will shortly be upon us when HUD and DOT will be required to make
their joint report on the jurisdiction for the future administration of urban
nass transit. In making this judgment, an opportunity is offered to help urban
areas .olve one of their most provoking problems. I submit that we will not Folve
the crisis of our Nation's cities until we have understood the significance of



if transportation and its relationship to that crisis. Public transportation should
provide every citizen with full access to his community.

The determination of the logical and efficient Federal administrative juris-
diction for the urban mass transit program should include consideration of the
following:

(1) A public transportation system must have as Its primary purpose the en-
hancement of the quality of the environment.

Adequate provision has to be made to assure that meaningful community
values will be maintained or enhanced and that future development, affected by
the transportation system, will be of maximum quality as well as being safe,

4 convenient and at a cost which makes It available to the traveling public. The
transportation system required to preserve or enhance community values may
not at all times meet the traditional standards of financial feasibility for public
transportation. Planning and approval processes must also be structured to give

' appropriate consideration to environmental values. Short-range economics is
only one of several essential factors.

(2) Metropolitan areas should evolve their own transportation solutions.
Administration of public transportation programs must assure that metro-

politan areas will be allowed to solve their own transportation problems. Grants
' should be made directly to the appropriate authority responsible for Implement-

ing the plan.
(3) No one transportation mode should be In a position to exercise undue

Influence on what the Interrelationships of modes should be.
A mechanism must exist to assure that a comprehensive urban transportation

network can be planned and developed without domination either through financ-
ing patterns or administrative arrangements which favor any particular system.

(4) Research and development must concern Itself with broad economic and
social values as well as traditional function-oriented considerations.

Research and development must be oriented toward meeting the particular
requirements of urban transportation systems and solving urban needs rather
than simply improving the economy and efficiency of a transportation system.
A research program must allow a sufficient variety of projects to take into
account differing characteristics of various metropolitan areas.

(5) An administrative arrangement must be developed to give urban public
transportation a visibility in Federal polieymaking and budgetary processes that
is at least equal to that of other transportation modes.

The administrative structure of the agency or agencies given the responsibility
for the urban mass transit program must provide that the individual responsible
will have a position of prestige to guarantee that he will have a positive voice
In developing policy, administering the program, and recommending budget.

(6) Urban mass transit must be funded as a system if we are to achieve bal-
anced transportation in metropolitan areas.

Any long-range capital improvement program requires the commitment of
substantial amounts of money over an extended period of time. In order that
intelligent and orderly implementation can be obtained, there has to be assurance
that the money committed will be there on the date promised. This is a concern
of utmost importance and requires the concurrence and positive support of the
agency or agencies to be charged with administering this program.

(7) Case histories of community efforts in developing urban mass transit sys-
stems, as well as technical information, should be made available.

There is a wide variance in the planning capability of different metropolitan
areas. All information which is material to establishing a balanced transporta-
tion system should be collated and made available. There has been a redundancy
of effort which wastes both tihe and money.

The seven criteria are not submitted as being all inclusive. These are reason-
able goals which the Congress and the executive branch of our Government
should take into account as being of primary concern to metropolitan America.

Seattle has been selected to be one of the laboratories In urban survival. We
are one of the 63 model cities recently designated. A major component of our
application, perhaps the most vital element, was the use of rapid transit as an
adjunct to a freeway system. We are going to reduce a divisive eight-lane free-
way In our ghetto into a unifying boulevard, with the aid of rail rapid transit.
The station areas will become community activity centers. Rapid transit will
serve as the vertebrae about which we will convert our ghetto into, hopefully,
one of the most desirable places in Seattle in which to live.
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Urban mass transportation is vital not only to insure the efficient movement of
people but, more important, it is essential to the vitality of our urban areas. The
decisions that are being made today will determine the quality of the environ-
ment in which metropolitan America will live for generations to come.

TRANSPORTATION ASSOCiATiON OF AMERICA,
IVashington, D.Q., Aprit 22, 1968.

Hon. JOHN A. BLATNIK,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Eeeoutivc and Legslativo Reorganization of the

House Committee on Government Operations U.S. House of Repres8entatives,
Washington, D.7.

DEAR CHAIRMAN BLATNIK: On behalf of the board of directors of the Trans.
portation Association of America, I should like to express TAA's support of Re-
organization Plan No. 2 of 1068 which would transfer the jurisdiction of most
Federal programs in the area of urban mass transportation from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development to the Department of Transportation.

For the record, TAA is a national transportation policy organization made
up of transport users of all types, investors, and carriers of all modes. All of
these interests are represented on the 115-man TAA board, which has adopted
the following policy position on the overall questions of centralizing of non-
regulatory transport functions within the newly created Department of Trans.
portation:

"The Transportation Association 'of America favors the establishment of a-
Cabinet-level Department of Transportation within which would be centralized
the major nonregulatory transport functions of the Federal'Government which
the executive branch of the Government is empowered to administer. The asso-
clation strongly opposes any transfer to such a Department of economic regula-
tory functions, such as control over rates, entry, and routes, from the Civil
Aeronautics Board, Federal Maritime Commission, and the Interstate Commerce
Commission, which should be independent agencies directly responsible to the
Congress."

Our basic reason for being in favor of centralizing all of the Government's
functions within the Department of Transportation Is to provide for a more
rational and balanced policy approach to the Nation's overall transportation
problems. We believe that the transfer of the urban mass transportation pro-
grams to the Department of Transportation as stated in-Reorganization Plan
No. 2 of 1968 is in line with this basic reasoning. Such a transfer will permit the
functions of urban mass transportation to be treated in a systems context along
with other modes of transportation, will provide more effective management of
these transportation programs, and will permit communities to look to a single
agency for programs assistance and support in this area.

Furthermore, it is anticipated that the new Urban Mass Transportation Ad-
ministration in the Department of Transportation, as called for in the reorgani-
zation plan, working with other elements of the Department, will consolidate and
focus efforts to develop and employ the most modern transportation technology
In the solution of the transportation problems of our cities--which are greater
today than ever before.

We request that this letter be made a part of the official record of the hearings
on the President's Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1068.

Sincerely,
HAROLD F. HAMMOND, President.

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

URBAN TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION-BRIEV SUMMARY OF PROORAM

The Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 as amended authorizes grants
and loans to public agencies under four primary programs which are directed
toward the improvement of existing mass transportation facilities and the devel-
opment of new means of transportation for our urban masses. A pilot program
of demonstrations was authorized in 1961; the passage of the 1964 act signaled a
commitment to substantial Federal assistance in financing capital improvements
and in extending Federal participation in transit research and development. The
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1966 amendments provided for techumical assistance in the planning of transit
improvements and provided funds for the training of personnel in transit opera-
tions and research. It also directed 11U) to undertake a special study for the
development of a program of research, development and demonstrations of new
systems in urban transportation.

These programs in urban mass transportation seek to-
(1) encourage local planning of mass transit facilities as part of overall

comprehensive planning for the urban region, in order to facilitate orderly
community development;

(2) assist in making the city, particularly the central core, viable by
providing adequate access to and circulation within heavily congested areas;

(3) provide for mobility for those who, because of age, health or income,
have no alternative means of transportation; and

(4) develop new methods and new systems of urban transportation which
will prove faster, safer, and more economical and will enable newly develop-
ing areas to grow in an orderly manner.

A total of $675 million has been authorized under the 1964 act as amended,
as follows:

AUTHORIZATION AND APPROPRIATIONS

lin millions of dollars]

Authorization Appropriation

Fiscal year 1965 ..................................................... 75 60
Fiscal year 1966 ..................................................... 150 130
Fiscal year 1967 .......................................... 150 130
Fiscal year 1968 ........................................ . .150 125
Fiscal year 1969 ..................................................... 150 175

Total ........................................................ 675 620

I Advance appropriation.

Of the authorization, $55 million remains available for appropriation. To fund
the program beyond fiscal year 1909 at the level of estimated program need,
additional authorization will be needed.

The need for capital improvements in mass transit was documented in a 1001
Institute of Public Administration study, and updated by HUD in a 1966 survey
of mass transit capital Improvement programs in 11 major metropolitan areas
containing 40 percent of the population of all SMSA's. From this analysis, a
current 10-year projection indicates approximately $10.9 billion in capital financ.
ing needs--$8.6 billion for existing and proposed rail transit systems, $1.3 billion
for bus replacement needs, and an estimated $1 billion for possible future rail
systems.

Grant funds committed under the 1964 act through March 31, 198, total:

GRANT FUND COMMITMENTS UNDER THE 1964 ACT

[n millions of dollars

Capital Research, Technical Managerial
grants development and studies training

demonstrations

Fiscal year 1965 ............................. 50.7 9.1 ................................
Fiscal year 1966 ............................. 106.1 5.9.
Fiscal year 1967 ............................. 120.9 9.1 3.1 0.1
Fiscal year 1968 through March .............. 105.4 5.1 1.6 .01

Total ................................ 383.1 29.2 4.7 .11

The demand for Federal funds Is increasing at an accelerated rate. An existing
backlog of applications under the capital grant program exceeds $255 million;
of this total, $340 million is requested for improvements for rail rapid transit
systems and $25 million for buses and related facilities. This ratio
is consistent with program experience through the end of fiscal year 1967. While
bus projects accounted for 64 percent (42 out of 66) of all grants, they con-
stituted only 21.3 percent of the total fund reservation under the capital grant
program.
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ALLOCATION OF CAPITAL GRANTS BY SYSTEMS (AS OF JUNE 30. 1967)

Amount Percent

Rail ............................................... $203,169,689 73.1.
Rolling stock ................................... 50.177,917 A roximately 18 percent of total.

Bus .................................... 59,077,0892 .pi l percent of total.
New buses ............................ 30,489,389 Approximately

Boat ............................................... 15,488,332 5.6.

Total grant reservation ......................... 277,735,108 100.
Deferred pending planning (Jan. 6) .................... 35 026,305
Currently pa abre (50 percent) ........................ 242708.803
Actually disbursed .................................. 51,282,048

Through the end of fiscal year 1067, the average grant under the capital grant
program was $4.2 million; grants were distributed abong 50 cities and metro-
politan areas in 25 States and Puerto Rico. The distribution by size of popula-
tion is as follows:

Aggregate
Population group Number grants

(thousands)

Under 50000 ................................................................... 7 .203
50 5 099,999 ................................................................. 10 2,088
500,000 to 249,999 ............................................................... 11 9,125

250,000 to 499,999 ............................................................... 6 2,765
500 000 to 9,999 99 ................................................... 9 57,780

2,000 000 to 5,000,000 ........................................................... 12 100, 269
Over 5,000,00 .................................................................. 2 53,683

Totals ................................................................... 66 277,735

The vast majority of transit funds committed so far in the capital grant liro-
gram involve the rail commuter and rapid transit systems of some of the Nation's
major metropolitan areas. Virtually all of these improvements are under con.
struction, with their beneficial results yet to come. The New York area alone has
received over $98 million to date in Federal transit grants--for such projects as
400 new subway ears in New York City, 144 new cars and other improvements oil
the New Haven Railroad, extension and rehabilitation of electrification on the
Long Island Railroad, 35 new cars for the North Jersey commuter service of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, and completion of the Aldene plan of railroad service
improvement in northern New Jersey, including 44 new cars on the Port Author.
ity Trans-Hudson's rapid transit lines.

The first phase of the Aldene plan became effective May 1, 1967. This involved
major changes in the routing of Central Railroad of New Jersey commuter
trains, which now have their inner terminal In Newark, where cross-platform
connections are made with PRR and PATH trains into Manhattan, rather than
in Jersey City where only an obsolete ferryboat connection was formerly possible.
Without this change, there is great doubt that the Jersey Central could have sur-
vived. Additional new air-conditioned rapid transit cars were added to the
already existing PATH fleet to handle the Jersey Central commuters into the
downtown financial district.

'riep recently approved $28.4 million grant for the New Haven Railroad is one
step in the program of reviving this bankrupt, but vitally needed line. Some
35,000 daily commuters, almost all of whom are Manhattan oriented, depend on
the line for service, and its continuance and improvement are imperative to the
economic and physical well-being of the entire New York metropolitan area.

The San Francisco Bay area rapid transit district is building the nation's
newest rail rapid transit system-the first really extensive such undertahing In
ninny years. Federal funds amounting to more than $51 million have already
been committed to this project, on which BART is now well along the road to
completion.

In Chicago, Federal funds are assisting in the construction of two Important
new lines in the city's highly successful subway-elevated system. Fifteen miles
of new route are underway in the median strips of the Dan Ryan and Kennedy
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expressways, which will provide faster atid more dependable transit service to
well over 100,000 Clieagoans, some of whom will save as much as 28 minutes
travel time for it one-way trip.

Tit Boston system is basically an old one, and the rapid transit stations show
uunistaikable signs of age and deterioration. Under a $6 million transit grant,
minmy of these stations are getting a complete facelifting, with a late 20th cen-
tury look replacing what in many eases was a rather depressing, dismal atmos-
plivre. Arlington Street Station, in the heart of the famous Back Bay district,
was the first to bp completed and has elicited unanimously favorable comment.
Two additional stations have recently been completed.

In 'leveland, Federal funds have made possihile a 4-mile extension of the rapid
transit system to the Cleveland Hopkins Airport. This is the first example in the
United States of direct airport to downtown rapid transit service, and only
Brussels and Tokyo in other parts of the world have such service. Trains will
nmake the 11-mile trip in 22 minutes when the service begins later this year. Al-
ready, a great deal of favorable publicity is appearing, much of it in magazines
of general circulation, with both the Cleveland Transit System and HUD the
beneficiaries of this coverage

The technical study progrvtm, which was authorized by the 1966 amendments
to the 1964 act, serves as an indicator of future demand. Atlanta, Seattle, Los
Angles and Baltimore have ill received assistance in the planning of new rapid
transit systems. Assuming passage of bond referendums for these projects, capi-
tal expenditures totalling nearly $5 billion may be anticipated in the next decade.

Including grants made under the 1961 pilot program, 58 demonstration grants
have been approved; the size of these grants has varied from $10,000 to more
than $6 million, with an overall average of approximately $765,000. The 58 dem-
onstration grants cover a broad spectrum of problem areas which may be
roughly divided among the following categories:

Category Number Federal grants

A. Experiments with changes In service and fares ............................... 28 $24,170,000
B. Testing of new technology ................................................. 18 15,056,000
C. Experiments with new management techniques .............................. 12 5,200,000

Total ................................................................ 58 44,426,000

HUD is pursuing a new systems study project preparatory to submission to
the President and Congress in March 1968 of a program for research and develop-
ment of new and improved means of urban transportation. A total of 12 con.
tracts totalling $2 million were undertaken in fiscal year 1967 under the new
systems study project.


